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ABSTRACT
Learning to Use Memory
by
Nicholas Andrew Gorski
Chair: John E Laird
This thesis is a comprehensive empirical exploration of using reinforcement learning
to learn to use simple forms of working memory. Learning to use memory involves
learning how to behave in the environment while simultaneously learning when to
select internal actions that control how knowledge persists in memory and learning
how to use that information stored in memory to make decisions. We focus on two
different models of memory: bit memory and gated memory. Bit memory is inspired
by prior reinforcement learning literature and stores abstract values, which an agent
can learn to associate with task history. Gated memory is inspired by human working
memory and stores perceptually grounded symbols. Our goal is to determine compu-
tational bounds on the tractability of learning to use these memories. We conduct a
comprehensive empirical exploration of the dynamics of learning to use memory mod-
els by modifying a simple partially observable task, TMaze, along specific dimensions:
length of temporal delay, number of dependent decisions, number of distinct symbols,
quantity of concurrent knowledge, and availability of second-order knowledge. We
find that learning to use gated memory is significantly more tractable than learning
to use bit memory because it stores perceptually grounded symbols in memory. We
xii
further find that learning performance scales more favorably along temporal delay,
distinct symbols, and concurrent knowledge when learning to use gated memory than
along other dimensions. We also identify situations in which agents fail to learn to use
gated memory optimally which involve repeated identical observations which result




This thesis explores artificial agents that learn to use memory. We conduct this
study in the context of artificial reinforcement learning agents that learn to perform
in environments in which reactive behaviors depending on immediate perception are
insufficient to perform optimally. Agents thus require internal memory to maintain
knowledge about parts of the environment that they perceived in the past but can
no longer immediately perceive. Control of these internal memories is achieved by
taking memory actions, which from the agent’s perspective are the same as taking
actions in the environment save for their functional effects. Agents must also learn to
use the knowledge that they store in memory. Learning to use memory, then, involves
two learning problems that must be learned simultaneously: learning how and when
to take memory actions, as well as learning how to make use of knowledge that is
contained in memory.
Our exploration of learning to use memory is empirical. In this thesis we identify
a base task, the TMaze (described in Chapter III), and extend it by parameterizing
it along dimensions of task that relate to how memory must be used in order to
perform the task successfully. We use the TMaze task because it is the simplest task
formulation in which an agent must use historical information to direct its behavior
so that it can receive the highest possible reward.
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We investigate agents that learn to use two working memory models in this work:
one that stores abstract knowledge, and another that stores perceptually grounded
knowledge (both described in detail in Chapters II and III). As we found in related
work (Chapter II), while learning to use memory has been explored in isolated tasks,
no comprehensive study of learning to use memory has yet been undertaken. Learning
to use memory in these isolated tasks has focused on learning to use working memory
models; as such they are a natural starting point for a comprehensive exploration of
learning to use memory.
We explore memory and task combinations in the reinforcement learning setting,
which allows us to objectively measure agent behavior. We are specifically concerned
with online agents that learn by taking actions that directly interact with their en-
vironments and memory; agents that use models of their environments to simulate
the effects of their actions before taking them are beyond the scope of this work. We
restrict our exploration to the foundational online temporal difference reinforcement
learning algorithms.
The goals of this work are to: formulate the problem of learning to use mem-
ory given specific constraints of a task and cognitive architecture; understand how
learning performance scales along task dimensions that relate to the use of mem-
ory; determine whether there are differences in the performances afforded by different
memory mechanisms; and develop empirical bounds that dictate when learning to use
memory is tractable in the reinforcement learning setting. Identifying computational
bounds over learning to use memory is a first step in investigating which portions of
memory control can be learned through direct experience with a task and memory
mechanism, and which portions must be provided to an agent through other means.
Learning to use memory while simultaneously learning to perform a task is a
central aspect of our work. When learning both simultaneously, an agent’s behavior
in the task affects how information can flow to memory. Similarly, an agent’s behavior
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over memory affects how it can use knowledge in memory to condition behavior in
the task. The implications of this duality will be discussed throughout this thesis,
and formulate the central problem of learning to use memory.
All of the tasks that we explore, including the base TMaze task, are partially
observable. We discuss partial observability in more detail in Chapter II, but mention
here that in partially observable tasks an agent cannot observe the complete state
of the environment. Using a memory mechanism to explicitly store knowledge of
past experience, as in our approach, is one way that an agent can overcome partial
observability.
After identifying trends in how mean learning performances scale along dimensions
of task, as well as differences in learning performances afforded by gated and bit
memory, we then investigate the behaviors exhibited by individual agents in order to
determine why particular combinations of task and memory model present difficulties
for learning agents (Section 4.2.1). We also construct state diagrams in order to more
formally characterize what aspects of the task and memory model result in different
types of learning performances (Section 4.2.2).
In certain cases, and particularly in the case of the base TMaze task, we modify
the working memory mechanisms to determine the specific aspects of memory that
help to support an agent’s successful task learning.
We opted to perform an empirical evaluation of learning to use memory instead of
other types of evaluations, such as subjective evaluation and theoretical evaluations.
Whiteson & Littman (2011) provide an excellent discussion over the merits of these
three types of evaluations as applied to reinforcement learning. Our motivation was
pragmatic: performing both an empirical and theoretical evaluation of learning to use
memory was beyond the scope of this thesis, and as literature lacked a comprehensive
empirical evaluation of learning to use memory it was a natural first step.
In particular, while empirical evaluation of reinforcement learning algorithms is
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increasingly gaining acceptance (for example, see the recent special issue of Machine
Learning vol. 84:1-2 dedicated to the empirical evaluation of reinforcement learn-
ing), we are interested not in the relative performance of algorithms on a core set
of benchmark tasks but rather the underlying relationships of reinforcement learning
and an agent’s deliberate control of internal memory. This is similar to many of
the empirical evaluations of the canonical reinforcement learning textbook (Sutton
& Barto, 1998), in which relationships between parameters and task are shown and
discussed not by closed-form theoretical analysis but rather by running agents across
parameter settings and visualizing the resulting performances. We are agnostic to
the choice of specific algorithms, and instead focus on how empirical performances
scale along relevant dimensions of task; an empirical analysis along those dimensions
is the fastest and most practical course towards achieving an understanding.
Note that while the foundation of this thesis is its empirical evaluation, the state
diagram analysis that we perform is a theoretical analysis. However, it does not
provide bounds and closed form equations, but rather supplements the empirical
evaluation in order to confirm our understanding of why empirical phenomena arise.
While our evaluations of agent learning performances are driven by understanding
whether agents can learn to perform a task optimally while learning to use memory,
our goal is not to develop agent frameworks that are guaranteed to learn on classes of
tasks optimally. We do not propose new algorithms that improve agent performance
when learning to use memory. Instead, we seek fundamental relationships, through
empirical studies, that identify in which tasks agents can and cannot learn to use




In this chapter we present background on reinforcement learning and memory
with the intent of defining terms and general concepts that are used throughout the
rest of this thesis. For a more detailed overview of reinforcement learning concepts,
we recommend that an interested reader consult Sutton & Barto (1998).
2.1 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning approaches are defined by a class of problems that they
solve, rather than by specific method of problem solving. In a reinforcement learning
task, an agent takes actions in an environment, observes the environment and receives
a reward. The goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to maximize the reward that
it receives.
The reinforcement learning paradigm is general. For example, the familiar game
of chess can be represented as a reinforcement learning problem: an agent takes
actions by moving a playing piece, looks at the board to observe the configuration of
the pieces, and could receive a positive reward for winning the game and a negative
reward for losing. In general, any task in which a specific behavior is desired can
be represented as a reinforcement learning problem by rewarding an agent when it
exhibits that behavior.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the reinforcement learning setting, in which an agent selects
an action in the environment and in return receives an observation and a reward. The
environment has state, and an action changes the state of the environment according
to a stochastic transition function. After an agent selects an action and the environ-
ment state is updated, an agent receives an observation and reward. The observation1
is a function of the current environment state; the reward is a function of the previous
state, selected action, and current state.
Figure 2.1: The paradigmatic reinforcement learning setting.
In completely observable tasks, the agent directly observes the state of the envi-
ronment and there is no hidden information. Completely observable reinforcement
learning tasks have the Markov property: the current state of the environment is
conditionally independent from previous states. Completely observable reinforcement
learning tasks are known as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs).
In partially observable tasks, the agent does not directly observe environment
state and there is hidden information. In these tasks, the environment state still has
the Markov property and is conditionally independent from previous states but is not
directly observable by the agent. Instead, the agent must overcome uncertainty as to
1An observation can be a single discrete symbol, a vector of discrete symbols, a continuous value,
a vector of continuous values, or a vector of both discrete symbols and continuous values. This thesis
investigates only tasks with discrete symbols.
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the true state of the environment. Partially observable reinforcement learning tasks
are known as Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs). We refer to the hidden state
of the environment as latent state as the agent cannot directly observe it.
The partial observability of POMDPs causes environmental states to be percep-
tually indistinguishable to the agent. For example, if there are two states in an
environment S1 and S2, and in both states an agent observes observation O1, then
states S1 and S2 are said to be aliased with one another. In this thesis, agents use
working memory models to maintain knowledge of history and use that knowledge to
disambiguate perceptually aliased states.
Approaches that solve reinforcement learning problems can be distinguished as
online and offline. In the online case, an agent directly experiences the environment
and updates its knowledge of the task after selecting each action. In the offline case, an
agent can learn either from direct experience and update its knowledge periodically,
it can learn from traces of other agents in the task, or it can even learn by interacting
with a model of the task. This thesis considers only the online setting, as we are
interested in how agents learn to use memory while they simultaneously learn to
perform a task through direct interaction with task and memory.
MDPs can be solved in a variety of ways, including offline dynamic programming,
offline or online Monte Carlo sampling algorithms, and online temporal difference
algorithms. We are interested in the foundational temporal difference algorithms of
Q-learning (Watkins, 1989; Sutton & Barto, 1998) and Sarsa (Rummery & Niranjan,
1994; Sutton & Barto, 1998), and also discuss Monte Carlo for its relevance to eligi-
bility traces. While these algorithms lose their convergence guarantees when applied
to POMDPs, they can still be successfully applied in some POMDPs.
Temporal difference methods track the estimated values of state-action pairs2. A
state-action value, also known as a Q-value, is the expected reward of taking an action
2This is not entirely accurate; temporal difference algorithms may also track state values, and
not state-action values, but this distinction is irrelevant to the work presented in this thesis.
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in the specified state and then following a specific policy from that point forward,
where a policy is a mapping of observations to actions.
Temporal difference methods update Q-values by selecting an action, receiving
an observation and reward, and then immediately updating the relevant Q-value to
reflect the actual reward that the agent received. These Q-values can be calculated
by any number of possible functions; in this thesis, our framework uses a look-up
table mapping state-action tuples to values.
The primary difference between Q-learning and Sarsa is that Q-learning is an
off-policy method and Sarsa is on-policy. Q-learning, like other off-policy algorithms,
updates its estimate for the value of the optimal policy while following another policy;
if that other policy maintains certain properties then Q-learning is guaranteed con-
verge to the optimal policy in MDPs. Sarsa learns on-policy, which means that the
Q-values that it learns estimate the value of the policy that it is currently following,
and therefore Sarsa must follow a greedy-derived policy as it learns in order to learn
an optimal policy. Like Q-learning, Sarsa is guaranteed to converge to the optimal
policy in MDPs when certain properties are maintained.
Monte Carlo algorithms are more general than temporal difference methods in that
they can learn from any set of traces in the environment, whether those traces are
generated via online interaction or simply provided to the learning algorithm in offline
batch mode. Monte Carlo algorithms can also learn Q-values but do not bootstrap
their value updates off of existing estimates, instead their updates are derived only
from observed returns.
While both temporal difference and Monte Carlo methods can be used to learn
optimal policies in MDPs, they actually learn different estimated values (Sutton &
Barto, 1998, p. 144). To blend properties of each algorithm (and thus bridge the
estimated values during online learning between temporal difference and Monte Carlo
algorithms), eligibility traces can be used. Eligibility traces parameterize both Sarsa
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and Q-learning according to an eligibility trace decay rate (λ), and are then designated
as Sarsa(λ) and Q-learning(λ). An eligibility trace decay rate of zero is equivalent to
pure temporal difference learning, while a rate of one is equivalent to pure Monte Carlo
learning (where Monte Carlo updates minimize mean-squared error of the experienced
observations and rewards). As the decay rate slides between zero and one, the relative
contribution of temporal difference learning and Monte Carlo learning shifts.
Notationally, Q-learning(0) refers to pure temporal-difference Q-learning;
Q-learning(1) is Q-learning with pure Monte Carlo updates; and Q-learning(λ) is
Q-learning with a combination of temporal difference and Monte Carlo updating as
weighted by the λ parameter.
The practical difference between temporal difference and Monte Carlo approaches
is in how reinforcement learning updates propagate through the estimated values.
Consider the following situation: an agent is in state s, selects action a, transitions
to state s
′
and receives reward r. A temporal difference method will update the Q-
value for the state-action pair (s, a) according to the observed reward and an estimate
of the state-action value for best action that could be selected in state s
′
. A Monte
Carlo method, however, will update the values for all states that have previously been
experienced in an episode according to the reward that was observed. Conceptually,
temporal difference methods perform one step backups while Monte Carlo methods
back up that reward across all observed transitions.
As noted in Sutton & Barto (1998, p. 191), there is no reliable or useful way to
know what the optimal setting of the decay rate is to solve a given MDP and the
best setting of λ must be determined on a case by case basis. When using eligibility
traces in this thesis, we set λ by performing parameter sweeps and using the best
performing value.
Online reinforcement learning in POMDPs is considerably more difficult, although
the same methods of temporal difference and Monte Carlo methods can be applied.
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Sarsa(λ) has been shown to perform well in POMDPs with good memoryless policies,
or where there are good policies that are mappings of observations to actions (Loch &
Singh, 1998). In general, using eligibility trace decay rates between 0 and 1 perform
best in POMDPs because they do not entirely bootstrap off of estimated values when
performing updates (in contrast to pure monte carlo), but they do back up rewards
experienced in a single trace across multiple observed transitions (in contrast to pure
temporal difference learning) (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
There are two costs to using eligibility traces: both increased memory complexity
and time complexity. First, additional information must be maintained in memory
and relating to the eligibility of previously experienced state-action pairs. Second,
while pure temporal difference methods update a single Q-value after each decision,
methods using eligibility traces update values for all previously experienced state-
action pairs3.
2.2 Working Memory
The agents that are explored in this thesis learn to use short-term memories, where
the contents of memory are reset between task episodes. We say that these memories
are types of working memory, and have functional characteristics similar to working
memory in humans. Human working memory stores relatively small amounts of
immediate knowledge for short time durations that can be reasoned over by cognitive
processes. Working memory stores knowledge that is relevant to a task at hand.
We explore two different types of working memory, as described in Section 3.3.
3In practice only state-action pairs with an eligibility above a certain threshold value are updated,
thus preventing the number of state-action pairs that must be updated from growing infinitely large
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2.3 Actions to Use Memory
An artificial agent exists in the context of a supporting framework that defines
how an agent’s internal components interact and pass information to and from each
other (our agent framework is specified in Chapter III); we refer to this supporting
framework as an agent’s architecture. Actions that use memory include those that
encode and store information to memory, actions that retrieve knowledge from mem-
ory and make it available to the agent’s immediate cognitive processes, and actions
that actively maintain knowledge in memory.
An agent’s architecture specifies a procedure by which an agent selects actions.
At each decision point an agent is presented with a set of possible actions and selects
one; for example, the agent might select a storage action that stores an agent’s current
perception to memory. We say that actions selected in this manner are deliberate.
Other actions are not selected deliberately, but instead are fixed in the agent’s
architecture. The agent is not presented with a set of possible actions but instead
the agent automatically performs an action. For example, knowledge from long-
term memory might be retrieved automatically depending on contextual cues from
an agent’s perception. We say that these actions are architectural.
Actions that use memory may either be deliberate or architectural. Deliberate
memory actions participate in an agent’s decision making process along with other
actions, such as available actions in the environment. Architectural actions happen
automatically; one possible case could be when information is automatically stored
to a long-term memory mechanism.
One important distinction between deliberate and architectural actions is that
as an agent accumulates knowledge, it can change which actions it performs, while
architectural actions are fixed throughout an agent’s lifespan. Thus an agent can
learn when to select deliberate actions.
In this thesis, we are concerned with how agents learn to use memory, and we
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explore agents that use memory via deliberate actions. In certain cases, we modify
an agent’s architecture to force it to take particular actions in certain situations in
order to observe the effect it has on agent task performance. In other prior work
(described below), certain operations on memory, such as when to store information
to memory, are always architectural. We also discuss the implications for our work
and what our results suggest regarding architectural memory actions in Chapter XI.
2.4 Prior Work Learning to Use Memory
Initially, reinforcement learning research explored learning to use memory as an
approach to overcoming partial observability. While eligibility traces had demon-
strated some success in learning good policies in POMDPs, endowing a reinforcement
learning agent with an internal working memory was one possible way of maintaining
knowledge of history over time in a task.
Littman (1994) is cited as the first to pursue this direction, and used Sarsa with
a single bit of computational working memory in mazes. In addition to the envi-
ronmental actions available to the agent in the mazes, the agent could toggle the
state of working memory between two binary states. Conceptually the agent could
be viewed as tying and untying a string around its finger, and incorporating that bit
of information into its internal representation of environment state. Results with this
approach were mixed: some mazes could be solved using memory and others could
not. No conclusions were made characterizing the problems that could or could not
be solved with this memory.
Using the same conceptual framework, Peshkin et al. (1999) and Meuleau et al.
(1999) compared Sarsa to VAPS (Baird & Moore, 1999), finding that there were
properties of VAPS that made it more suitable to partially observable domains. VAPS
is an offline algorithm that finds an optimal policy in a policy-graph.
While the work discussed above involved learning to use a single bit of memory,
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Lanzi (2000) explored using k bits of internal memory, and more specifically performed
a qualitative analysis of the behaviors that agents engage in when they fail to converge
to the optimal policy while learning to use memory. Lanzi observed that agents engage
in the same sort of looping behaviors endemic to applying online temporal difference
algorithms to partially observable settings, and furthermore that it was difficult to
characterize tasks in which agents would have difficulty learning optimal policies.
Extending this work, Lanzi & Wilson (2000) explored how varying the number of
bits in memory affects convergence, and found a tradeoff. Agents endowed with
memories with more bits converge to better overall policies, but take more experience
to converge while performing worse overall before convergence is reached.
More recently, Todd et al. (2008) developed a biologically-inspired model of gated
memory. In gated memory, symbols are stored directly from the environment to
memory. Their intent was to model human learning in partially observable domains,
and they compared results to human data for two problems. Their model uses an
actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm, where there is an independent actor for
each slot of working memory along with an independent actor for the environment.
Each actor selects an action on every time step; for the gating actors, this action
is either to open the gate and update the contents of that memory slot or to keep
the gate closed and preserve the contents of the respective slot. While a model was
proposed and demonstrated to learn in some small POMDPs, the authors note that
the work was a first step towards a more comprehensive model and significant work
remained to be done in order to extend their approach to more complex POMDPs.
Zilli & Hasselmo (2008a, 2008b) focused on very simple grid-world tasks inspired
by the rat mazes common to experimental psychology literature. They considered a
gated memory mechanism that could store a single perceptual observation to memory,
as well as an episodic memory mechanism that could perform a cue-based retrieval
using the observation from the current location, and then retrieve memories that
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are temporally adjacent to the previously retrieved memory in order to obtain the
next observation symbol that was perceived. They took an analytical approach and
developed algorithms that could determine whether a specific memory mechanism
could support optimal behavior in a specific task. They further extended this work to
be able to determine whether the combination of gated working memory and episodic-
like memory could support optimal behavior. Note that this work did not address
online learning, just whether the optimal policy in the task could be represented in
conjunction with a specific computational memory model.
Some prior work involved partial characterizations of situations in which it was
difficult to learn to use memory, and described the learned behaviors that agents
exhibited when they failed to effectively learn to use memory. Lanzi (2000) discusses
a chicken-and-egg problem of learning to use memory while simultaneously acting
in the environment. Lanzi suggests that exploring the space of environment actions
before exploring the space of internal actions can be helpful to achieve convergence,
and thus having independent exploration rates for internal and external actions may
help speed convergence and increase the number of correct solutions that agents
converge to. We also encounter chicken-and-egg problems involving learning to use
memory and discuss their significance in Chapter IV. Rather than explore different
parameter settings for memory and environmental actions, we explore the effects of
making some memory actions architectural.
Arai & Sycara (2001) also noted that when agents fail to learn to use memory,
they fail by exhibiting looping behaviors (as noticed by Lanzi, above). Arai & Sycara
used an episodic-like memory mechanism to store transitions in episodic tasks, and
only reinforce each unique transition once in order to dissuade an agent from looping
over transitions repeatedly. For the settings that they explored (grid-world mazes),
their algorithm compared favorably to Sarsa. Note that control of the episodic-like
memory mechanism was fixed in their architecture and that their agents did not learn
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to use memory, but learned to behave in the environment while being provided with
knowledge from memory as part of the agent’s representation of state.
Zilli & Hasselmo (2008c) investigated learning to use gated working memory and
episodic-like memory in a series of rat maze tasks abstracted as grid-world tasks. They
investigated the performances of agents that learned to use each memory mechanism
independently as well as agents that learned to use both memories simultaneously. For
some of the tasks, the optimal solution could be represented by an agent endowed with
gated working memory, but those agents were unable to learn the optimal solution.
However, agents endowed with episodic memory could learn to perform the task
optimally. They concluded that as the temporal length of the task increased, agents
had more difficulty relying on working memory and had to rely on episodic memory
instead. In this thesis we also explore tasks with extended temporal lengths, but find
that agents endowed with a specific type of working memory can solve these tasks.
2.5 Learning to Use Episodic Memory
In prior work, we investigated agents that learned to use two types of memory:
episodic memory and bit memory (Gorski & Laird, 2011, 2009) within the context of
the Soar cognitive architecture (Laird, 2008). This prior work motivated how we will
explore the space of memory models. In it, we demonstrated that an agent could learn
to use episodic memory in three different ways. However, agents could not effectively
learn to use bit memory, highlighting differences between the memory mechanisms
and suggesting a path for future research.
Our experiments were performed in a simple discrete domain called Well World.
An agent in Well World has two important internal states: either the agent is thirsty
and is rewarded for quenching thirst by drinking water from a well, or it is not thirsty
and is rewarded for remaining safe at a special location in the domain. The complex
dynamics arise because the domain is partially observable, and in order to act well in
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the domain the agent must maintain some memory of which well it last drank from
in order to consume water from an alternate well the next time it is thirsty.
In this domain, agents learned to use Soar’s episodic memory in three different
ways. The first two ways of using episodic memory involved learning to perform
specific cognitive capabilities: the first was to support virtual sensing, while the
second was to support remembering past actions. The third way of using episodic
memory was a surprising result: agents learned to use episodic memory as a simple
bit memory.
In the first experiment, agents were provided with multiple cues, only one of which
would deterministically result in the correct episodic memory being retrieved. Agents
had to learn how to act in the environment before becoming thirsty, to select the
correct retrieval cue after becoming thirsty, and then to associate a sequence of actions
in the environment with the information contained in the retrieved episodic memory.
We demonstrated that agents could successfully learn to use episodic memory to
support optimal behavior in this task, and in doing so, learn to perform virtual
sensing.
In the second experiment, agents were provided with individual features that could
be used to retrieve episodic memories, and by performing successive retrievals agents
could learn to construct an episodic memory retrieval cue. In order to reliably retrieve
the episodic memory that would correctly inform which well to visit when thirsty, an
agent had to learn to perform a retrieval from memory using two features and not
using the irrelevant features. We demonstrated that agents could learn to use episodic
memory in this task, and learn to perform the task optimally while doing so.
In the third experiment, the task was structured to elicit the learning of the
cognitive capability to remember past actions. Learning to remember past actions, for
this particular domain, was more complicated than we expected it would be. Learning
past actions in this task involved an agent, upon becoming thirsty, remembering the
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last time it was thirsty and then advancing episodic memory to remember the action
that it last performed when thirsty, and then condition its current task behavior upon
that information.
It was difficult for an agent to learn this behavior, however. When the agent was
unable to learn to remember past actions, it instead used episodic memory as an
effective bit memory. To do so, the agent used the retrieval buffer as a bit that it
could deliberately set by making a retrieval. When the retrieval buffer was empty, the
agent always went to a particular well when it became thirsty. If that well contained
water, it drank; if not, it performed an episodic memory retrieval and then used
the knowledge that a retrieval had been performed (and not any details of which
knowledge had been retrieved) to move to the other well. This behavior was not the
optimal behavior in the domain, but was stable enough that agents that learned this
behavior never ended up learning to perform the optimal behavior.
After observing this learned behavior, we experimented with a reinforcement learn-
ing agent that was endowed with a simple bit of memory rather than an episodic
memory. It is clear that a single bit of information is sufficient to perform optimally
in the domain, as the agent must only know which well it last drank from in order
to visit the alternate well the next time it becomes thirsty; furthermore, agents were
able to learn to exhibit the optimal task behavior when using episodic memory as an
effective bit memory.
Figure 2.2 shows the performances of agents that learned to perform in the Well
World task (Gorski & Laird, 2011). In this plot, the optimal behavior is zero reward
per action. When an agent was provided with fixed control knowledge as to how and
when to toggle its internal memory bit, the agent converged to the optimal behavior
within five hundred actions (labeled “Fixed strategy”). When the agent drank from
one well, the agent always set the contents of its memory to one of two values; when
the agent drank from the other well, the agent always set the contents of its memory
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to the other of the two values. The architectural knowledge of when to set memory
and which values to set them to were the extent of the architectural knowledge that
agents were provided with. This experiment demonstrates that a single bit of memory
is indeed sufficient to support both acting optimally in the environment, as well as
learning to act optimally in the environment. Although agents were provided with
background knowledge as to how to control memory, they were not provided with any
knowledge as to how to act in the environment given knowledge that was in memory.
Figure 2.2: Performances of agents learning to use bit memory in Well World for
various amounts of a priori procedural knowledge.
Although the agent that was provided with control knowledge learned to act in
its environment optimally and used memory to support this optimal behavior, it did
not learn to select actions over memory. When learning to use memory, an agent
must learn two distinct types of knowledge: it must learn which actions to select to
control knowledge in memory, and it must also learn which actions to select in its
environment given the contents of memory. Effectively, an agent must learn what to
put into memory and then, once knowledge is present in memory, how to act based
on that knowledge. The agent that was provided with control knowledge learned only
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the latter, as the former was provided to the agent as architectural knowledge.
An agent that wasn’t provided with any architectural background knowledge as
to how to control memory in the environment was unable to learn to use memory
(”No fixed strategy”). In order to perform optimally in the task, the agent had to
learn to use memory in both senses: it had to learn when to select memory actions in
order to store perceptual information to memory, and it also had to learn how to act
in the task given the knowledge that was stored in memory. Although the memory
was sufficient to support optimal behavior in the task (as exemplified by the agent
discussed above), agents were unable to learn to use memory effectively in this task.
We also examined the behavior of a third agent condition that was provided with
partial background knowledge as to how to control the contents of memory. This agent
had architectural knowledge that dictated it set the bit to a particular value when
drinking from a particular well. Our intent was to provide sufficient knowledge to
bootstrap the agent’s learning behavior so that it could learn to set memory contents
to the opposite value when drinking from the other well, as well as how to act in the
task based on the contents of memory. This agent bridged the differences between
the first agent (when the agent was provided with complete architectural background
knowledge as to how to control memory) and the second agent (when the agent was
provided with no architectural background knowledge as to how to control memory).
In this condition, the agent was unable to learn to perform the task, and performed
very similarly to the agent that was provided with no architectural background knowl-
edge. Although partial background knowledge was provided, that agent was unable to
learn the remaining control knowledge, and thus was unable to learn to use memory.
The differences in agents that learned to use Soar’s episodic memory and bit
memory are large, especially considering that agents were able to learn to use Soar’s
episodic memory as a bit memory. These observed differences in behavior are what
motivated our approach to exploring the space of memory mechanisms. By identifying
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two memory models that when applied to the same task result in very qualitatively
different levels of performance, we can further investigate how those memory models
are different and then explore which differences are most responsible for the differences
in behavior.
In the Well World example, we identified several important ways in which the two
memory models differed (Gorski & Laird, 2011):
• Episodic memory has unlimited capacity, whereas bit memory has a very limited
capacity. Alternatively, knowledge in episodic memory has unlimited persis-
tence, whereas knowledge in bit memory persists only until memory is toggled.
• Knowledge is stored to episodic memory architecturally and automatically.
• Knowledge in episodic memory is a comprehensive snapshot of a situation, while
knowledge in bit memory is abstract.
• Knowledge in episodic memory can be retrieved via cue-based partial matches.
By contrasting the two memory models in the context of the task in which
differences in behavior and performance were observed, we are able to identify
paths for future research. We will modify the memory models along these
relevant dimensions, and determine which of the characteristics are associated
with which task characteristics.
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CHAPTER III
A Framework to Explore the Dynamics of Memory
and Task
In order to explore how a reinforcement learning agent can learn to use memory to
perform a task, we require a framework specifying the interfaces of memory, reinforce-
ment learning, and task. We specify this framework conceptually in this chapter in
sufficient detail such that our implemented software framework could be duplicated.
This chapter begins by proposing a conceptual framework to support an agent
that learns to use memory (Section 3.1), and continues by discussing the various
dimensions along which we explore reinforcement learning (Section 3.2), memory
models (Section 3.3), and the TMaze task (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).
3.1 A Conceptual Framework for Learning to Use Memory
In order to explore how a reinforcement learning agent can learn to use memory
to perform a task, we created a framework in which a reinforcement learning agent
is endowed with an internal memory mechanism. Figure 3.1 shows the conventional
reinforcement learning paradigm, where an agent selects actions in the environment
and in return the environment provides the agent with an observation and a reward
(Sutton & Barto, 1998). Figure 3.2 shows the conceptual framework that we devel-
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oped in order to explore how an agent learns to use memory, and which we used to
support our computational experiments.
Figure 3.1: The paradigmatic reinforcement learning setting.
Figure 3.2: A conceptual framework endowing a reinforcement learning agent with
internal memory.
As in the conventional paradigm, the agent selects actions in the environment and
in return receives an observation and reward. To better illustrate the inner workings
of the reinforcement learning components, we show working memory, internal state
and action selection components as separate modules. In addition to selecting actions
in the environment, the agent also selects actions that control its internal memory
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mechanism.
In the conventional reinforcement learning paradigm, the observation from the
environment is used to represent the state of the environment. In completely ob-
servable MDPs, this observation of the environment is exactly the environment state.
However, in POMDPs, this observation is a function of latent state, as described in
Section 2.1.
By contrast, our extended framework concatenates the observation from the en-
vironment with information from memory and this composition serves as an agent’s
representation of task state. We refer to this representation as an agent’s internal
state. This internal state is then used as the state component of (state, action) pairs
in the tabular value function.
Environment actions in reinforcement learning tasks are specific to the task pro-
vided to the agent, and are provided by the environment to the agent. In our frame-
work, where agents are endowed with internal memory mechanisms, actions that
control memory are provided to agents in a similar manner. Agents are provided
with different actions to control memory depending on the specific memory mecha-
nism that is available to be controlled. The actions that are available to an agent to
control memory depend on the memory mechanism that is being controlled and the
current contents of that memory mechanism; we discuss the space of actions available
over memory in more depth in Section 3.3.
In our framework, a single action is selected at each decision point: the agent
selects either an internal or an external action at each decision, rather than a com-
bination that occurs simultaneously. Peshkin et al. (1999) referred to this design
decision as augmenting the action space. The alternate design decision, composing
the action space such that every environment action is composed with all possible
internal memory actions, is undesirable for two reasons. First, our experimental
framework emphasizes simplicity, and augmenting the agent’s action space was the
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most pragmatic design decision. Second, the complexity of the state-action space
is higher when actions are composed. Although augmenting the action space could
potentially introduce a bias to the learning problem, this can be avoided by not dis-
counting internal actions Peshkin et al. (1999), an approach implemented in our
framework.1
Only the environment provides reward to an agent. For each non-terminal action
taken by the agent, it receives a small negative reward, and this reward is the same
regardless of whether the action is internal or external. The reward function in the
framework never depends on the state of internal memory, it only depends on task
state. Although an agent selects only a single action on each time step, if an internal
action is selected then the task state does not change and it is treated as a no-op
action incurring small negative reward.
An agent’s interaction with its internal memory mechanism is analogous to its
interactions with an external environment. In the case of the environment, an agent
selects actions that change environment state and in return receives an observation
that is a function of environment state. In the case of internal memory, an agent
selects actions that change the contents of memory and in return receives an observa-
tion that is a function of memory state. In fact, some past literature has referred to
memory used in conjunction with a reinforcement learning agent as external memory,
rather than internal (Peshkin et al. , 1999); the reasoning being that the memory
mechanism is external to the reinforcement learning mechanism of the agent. We,
on the other hand, refer to it as internal memory because it is internal to the agent
and not a part of the external environment; the dynamics of the environment depend
only on actions that the agent selects (or does not select) in the environment.
Although the observations provided by memory and environment are provided by
independent mechanisms, in our framework an agent’s observation is always the union
1In fact, all of the tasks that we explore in this thesis have no discount rate as they are episodic
in nature.
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of the two. From the perspective of the reinforcement learning algorithms that are
implemented in our framework, an observation is a single vector of discrete symbols;
no distinction is made between symbols provided by the environment versus those
provided by memory and no semantics are attached to the origins of symbols.
Our framework is partly inspired by the frameworks used by work described in
Chapter II. However, our framework does differ in important ways. In the architecture
used by Littman (1994), actions were composed rather than augmented. Peshkin et al.
(1999) used an offline model-based reinforcement learning algorithm, VAPS (Baird &
Moore, 1999), whereas our approach is online and model-free.
In this general framework, we are able to explore the interactions of memory
and task by selecting a particular memory model and a particular task instance and
observing the dynamics. The following sections describe the specifics of the memory
models and tasks that we used in our experiments.
3.2 Reinforcement Learning in Our Framework
As discussed in Chapter II, reinforcement learning is a broad and encompassing
term. Our experiments are concerned with a specific reinforcement learning setting,
and beyond that our framework makes many commitments in terms of both numerical
parameters and architectural policies.
One motivation for our work is to understand how a long-lived agent might learn
to use its own internal memory mechanisms over time. On the other hand, we are not
seeking to improve learning performance over existing algorithms or techniques. One
characterization of our setting is that we are (necessarily) interested in environments
that are non-Markovian2. Although there are a variety of approaches for tackling
non-Markovian problems, we’re interested in the online behavior exhibited by agents
2In Markovian environments, the utility of memory is obviated as the environment state is directly
observable.
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that must directly interact with their environment.
Our framework exclusively uses the foundational online temporal difference learn-
ing algorithm of Q-learning (Watkins, 1989; Peng & Williams, 1996; Sutton & Barto,
1998). We compared the performance of Q-learning to another foundational online
temporal difference learning algorithm, Sarsa(λ) (Sutton & Barto, 1998), and found
that Q-learning converged to optimal more quickly across the tasks and memory com-
binations that we explore. Using Q-learning allows us to model an agent that uses
memory while interacting online with an environment, but without requiring a model
of the environment dynamics.
Agents in our framework moderate exploration and exploitation with a softmax
procedure sampling from a Boltzmann distribution. In experiments using eligibil-
ity traces, we use Peng’s Q(λ) (Peng & Williams, 1996; Sutton & Barto, 1998) or
Sarsa(λ).
Within our framework, the reinforcement learning mechanism does not generalize
and lacks any capability for state abstraction. The agent’s value function, updated
by the reinforcement learning mechanism as it gathers experience in the environment,
is represented as a simple lookup table, providing a mapping from internal state to
estimated value.
Our framework assumes certain representations about the environment and mem-
ory. First, it assumes that the representation of environment and memory state is
discrete; there is no support for any continuous representation that does not natively
couple with a tabular value function. Actions are also assumed to be discrete, and
there is no support for continuous action spaces.
3.3 Memory Models
Our investigation focuses on two memory models: bit memory and gated memory.
Both memory models that we used are short-term working memory models: no long-
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term knowledge persists between task episodes, as memory contents are re-initialized
at the completion of each task instance.
In the parlance of this dissertation, knowledge will refer to information that is
stored in memory. When a symbol enters memory, it is knowledge; when a symbol
is provided from the environment to the agent, it is perceived as part of an agent’s
observation.
In both models, knowledge in memory is passively maintained. Internal actions
available to the agent can change the state of memory; conceptually, this is akin to
storing new knowledge to memory and overwriting the prior contents of the model.
Other working memory models require that internal maintenance actions be actively
selected; due to our framework’s commitments to only one action being selected at
a time, internal or external, passive maintenance is a necessary abstraction in our
framework. Furthermore neither model provides retrieval actions to an agent, and
instead the contents of each working memory model always feed directly to an agent’s
observations.
Although knowledge in memory may be either abstract (bit memory) or concrete
(gated memory), in neither case does the agent have any a priori semantics as to the
significance or meaning of symbols. As in the conventional reinforcement learning
paradigm, the agent’s goal is to find the best policy; in our framework, policy is
represented as a mapping of internal state to action.
3.3.1 Bit Memory
The motivating idea behind the bit memory model is to create the simplest con-
ceivable memory model. In the base case, a bit memory maintains a single unit of
knowledge. This unit of knowledge may take on one of two possible values; being
binary, we refer to it as a single bit. As a convention, we will use the symbols ’1’ and
’0’ to refer to the possible contents of memory.
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In the base case, bit memory has a single action with which an agent can control
its contents: toggle. The toggle action switches memory between the two possible
binary values. If bit memory contains the symbol ’1’, then the toggle action will
set the contents of memory to ’0’, and vice versa. This behavior is illustrated in
Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Possible states of bit memory and how the toggle action transitions be-
tween them.
An agent endowed with bit memory has no a priori semantics associating the
contents of memory with either actions in the environment, actions over bit memory,
or with observations from the environment. Instead, in addition to the standard
reinforcement learning problem of learning a policy in the environment (and in our
setting, over internal memory), the agent must also learn to associate a particular
symbol in bit memory with the underlying environmental state (which is not always
directly observable). This aspect of bit memory has subtle implications; we will
contrast bit memory with gated memory in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, as will refer to
it in the remaining chapters.
The inspiration for bit memory, as discussed by Littman (1994), is the ability to
remember to do a single thing in the future. Littman compares this ability to a person
tying and untying a string around their finger in order to remember to do something.
Similarly, one bit of internal memory allows an agent to disambiguate between two
aliased situations, or environmental states.
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3.3.1.1 Dimensions of Bit Memory
The base bit memory model can be modified along a number of dimensions:
• Bit memory can be controlled with actions that set memory contents to a specific
value, rather than an action that toggles between possible values. For the base
bit memory, this consists of two available actions: one to set memory contents
to 0, and one to set contents to 1.
• Bit memory can store more than binary values. It can store ternary values,
4-ary values, and so on.3 Toggle actions for n-ary bit memory would involve
exposing a single toggle action that iterates through n possible values one by
one, wrapping around from n−1 to 0 and incrementing the contents otherwise.
Set actions for n-ary bit memory would simply be extended from two set actions
to n, one for each possible value.
• Bit memory can contain more than one slot of knowledge, where each slot
consists of distinct units of knowledge that can be individually toggled or set.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.4; in (a), there is a single unit of knowledge that
can take on one of two binary values, while in (b) there are n slots that can
each maintain a binary value. While a three slot memory storing binary values
can store the same as an 8-ary memory with a single value, there are additional
constraints imposed by the transitions between possible memory states and the
actions that are available to change memory contents. Actions over memory
toggle or set individual slot contents, rather than manipulating all contents
simultaneously.
• Bit memory must have an architectural policy dictating how memory contents
are initialized. Memory contents can be initialized randomly, to a fixed value,
3Bit memory would then become a misnomer, and instead abstract memory or ungrounded mem-
ory might be more appropriate. For consistency, we will refer to modified bit memory models as bit
memory with more than two possible memory contents.
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or to a special null value which memory can only be set to but cannot be reset
to after an internal action has been selected on that memory slot. In the case of
toggle and null-initialized bit memory, the first toggle action changes memory
contents to 0 and then subsequent toggle actions behave as in the base case
after that. Unless otherwise noted, we initialized bit memory to one of two
binary values such that the contents are set to each possible value with equal
probability.4
Figure 3.4: (a) Bit memory consisting of a single bit of knowledge. (b) Bit memory
consisting of more than one bit of knowledge, where each conceptual
memory slot stores a discrete bit.
• The agent framework can be modified to make certain internal actions architec-
tural and fixed, rather than deliberate and learnable. For example, in a certain
environment state bit memory is set to a particular value according to a fixed
architectural policy. Similarly, the agent framework can be modified so as to
prevent the selection of internal actions in specific environmental states.
We explore modifications to the base bit memory model along these dimensions
throughout Chapter IV.
3.3.2 Gated Memory
Our gated memory model maintains an observation received from the environ-
ment. The gate in gated memory is a conceptual barrier between the perceptual
4We selected this as the default initialization policy because, after some exploration in the space
of possible strategies, we found that this particular dimension of bit memory had little impact on
overall learning performance, and it seemed like a reasonable default choice.
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buffer and the contents of working memory. When the gate is raised, then the con-
tents of working memory are preserved and perception does not interfere with the
maintained knowledge. When the gate is lowered by the selection of the internal gate
action available to the agent, the observed perceptual symbol from the environment
replaces the current contents of working memory; the gate then is immediately (and
architecturally) raised and knowledge in memory is maintained until the gate is again
deliberately lowered at some point in the indefinite future. The gate action is the
only internal action available to modify the contents of gated memory.
In the base case of the gated memory model, memory is initialized as empty,
which is represented by a unique null symbol. The null symbol never appears in the
environment, and it is the only symbol that can be present in the contents of gated
memory that is not directly perceived as an environmental observation.
As mentioned in the previous section, knowledge in bit memory is abstract and
any association between memory contents and environmental observations must be
learned. In contrast, knowledge in gated memory is grounded in perception because
a symbol can only enter memory when it is directly observed. An agent cannot
use internal actions to change the contents of gated memory to an arbitrary value
as it can with bit memory. While an agent must still learn to use gated memory
while learning to act in the environment, it does not face the additional learning
problem of settling on a policy for how to associate storing knowledge in memory to
environmental observations as that association is provided implicitly.
This computational model of gated memory is inspired both by our understanding
of human working memory (Baddeley, 1986; Gluck et al. , 2007), as well as by prior
models of computational working memories used in conjunction with reinforcement
learning (O’Reilly & Frank, 2006; Zilli & Hasselmo, 2008c). Although working mem-
ory traditionally refers to both the ability to maintain a representation as well as
mentally manipulate it (Baddeley, 1986; Zilli & Hasselmo, 2008c), we are concerned
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with only the former aspect in this work.
3.3.2.1 Dimensions of Gated Memory
The base gated memory model can be modified along two dimensions:
• Gated memory can contain more than a single slot of knowledge, as bit memory
can. If there are n slots of knowledge in gated memory, then n unique internal
gate actions are available to allow an observed symbol to be stored in each
corresponding slot.
• The agent framework can be modified so as to enforce specific, architectural
behaviors over internal actions. This means that agents would select or be
prohibited from selecting internal actions in certain internal states. For example,
an agent might be required to gate memory when observing a specific symbol
in the environment and it has not already been gated to memory. This was also
a dimension of bit memory, above.
3.3.3 Brief Discussion of Abstract and Concrete Knowledge
As mentioned previously in this section, bit memory contains abstract knowledge
(arbitrary symbols) while gated memory stores concrete knowledge (perceptually-
grounded symbols that have been observed). This will prove to be an important
differentiation between the two models in Chapter IV, and there are two contrasts
that we highlight here in order to foreshadow later empirical results.
First, gated memory allows for a symbol to be stored to memory only when it is
being observed. If, in the course of a task episode an agent observes only a proper
subset of all observations that an environment could have provided, then the agent is
implicitly restricted in the space of possible memory states that it could have been in
throughout the course of the episode, and this in turn restricts the space of possible
internal states that the agent could have been in during the episode.
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In a memory model that contains abstract knowledge, however, all internal mem-
ory states are reachable during the course of an episode, and there is no implicit
correlation between task instance and possible internal memory states.
The second contrast follows from the first. During the course of an episode, if
the agent does not observe a particular symbol, then it cannot store that symbol to
gated memory. This prevents the agent from unintentionally tricking or confusing
itself. However, with bit memory, an agent can switch mental states, even if the
long-term effects of this mental switch are unfavorable for the agent’s performances.
As the agent has no representation of history outside of the contents of memory, the
effects of this mental trickery can prevent the agent from learning to perform in the
environment.
3.4 TMaze
The TMaze domain is a collection of tasks. It includes a base TMaze task, as well
as tasks that extend the base task with parameterizations along specific dimensions.
This section discusses the motivations for using the TMaze task, describes the task
and its dynamics. We use the base TMaze as well as its parameterizations throughout
the empirical work described in this thesis.
The base TMaze task is illustrated in Figure 3.5. There are two locations in the
task: the starting location, identified as A/B; and a location identified as C where the
agent must choose between two terminal environmental actions, where one terminal
action leads to positive reward and the other negative reward. In the first location, an
agent observes one of two symbols, either A or B, which correspond to the identity of
the positively rewarding terminal action. An agent has only a single action available
to it in the environment, which transitions it to the second location. In this location,
an agent can only observe C; in order to recover environment history about which
symbol was observed in the first location, it must rely on internal memory. In the
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second location, it must select from between two actions, one of which will result
in positive reward if an agent observed A in the first location, and the other action
which will result in positive reward if an agent observed B in the first location. If an
agent selects the wrong action, it receives negative reward.
Figure 3.5: The base TMaze task.
We use the TMaze domain to support our experiments because the base TMaze
task is the simplest task that can be formulated that requires information about task
history. We use the simplest possible tasks because it allows us to isolate the effects of
using memory to preserve salient information of task history. If instead we explored
learning to use memory in more complex tasks, then it would be difficult to analyze
the resulting agent behaviors to determine which task characteristics complicated
learning and why.
We call our tasks TMazes because of their similarity to a class of tasks used
extensively throughout animal psychology literature to study learning and memory
(Tolman & Honzik, 1930; Malone, 1991).
TMaze is an episodic task, but the correlation between symbol in the first location
(the salient symbol) and the action that leads to positive reward in the second location
(the choice location) persists across episodes. An agent that can maintain knowledge
pertaining to a salient symbol can learn an association between that knowledge and
the correct terminal action. Conceptually, the salient symbol that the agent observes
in the first location is a sign, telling the agent which direction it should later move;
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it is the task of the agent to learn both to associate knowledge in memory with the
sign symbol, and to condition a later action upon that knowledge.
In the TMaze domain, an agent receives +1.0 reward for taking the correct action
in the choice location as designated by the salient knowledge in that episode, and
−1.0 for selecting the wrong terminal action. For every other action that the agent
selects, either an external action or an internal action, the agent receives −0.1 reward.
As mentioned previously, observations and actions in TMaze are free of any a
priori semantics; the agent must learn through direct experience with the environment
the effects of actions and the correlation between salient knowledge and which actions
are positively rewarding.
All actions in TMaze are deterministic, and TMaze observations have discrete
representations.
In order to successfully perform the base TMaze task, an agent must:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location, either
A or B.
2. Move to the choice location.
3. Not modify the contents of internal working memory before the next step (i.e.
not gate memory or toggle bit memory).
4. Associate the stored knowledge with available actions and select the correct
action in the environment.
3.5 Task Dimensions and Parameterized TMazes
The base TMaze task suits our purposes because of its simplicity, but it also has
the advantage that it is easily extensible. We extend the base TMaze along dimensions
that relate to how salient symbols must be maintained in memory and used to inform
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decisions in the task; these dimensions of task are directly related to how an agent
must learn to use memory.
The five dimensions of task that we explore are:
1. Temporal delay: the temporal distance between when a salient observation is
made and when an environment action depends on knowledge of it, measured
both as the number of actions and number of discrete states between the salient
observation and an environmental action that depends on knowledge of the
salient observation.
2. Number of dependent actions: the number of distinct environment actions that
depend on knowledge of the salient observation.
3. Number of distinct symbols: the number of distinct salient observations that
can be made in the starting location.
4. Concurrent knowledge: the number of different salient observations of which
knowledge must be maintained in memory in order to act correctly in the task.
5. Second-order knowledge: knowledge about the relationship between a salient
observation and an observation made in another location (for example, equality
and inequality relationships).
Chapters V - XI of this thesis correspond to a dimension of task (as listed above),
as well as the base TMaze task. In each chapter we: describe what the dimension
of task is, detail how the TMaze task is parameterized along that dimension of task,
and present results of our experiments in those parameterizations.
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CHAPTER IV
Experimental and Analytical Methodologies
Before presenting our experiments, we discuss our experimental methodology in
Section 4.1 and introduce the analytical techniques that we use in Section 4.2. Al-
though the analyses for each set of experiments varies, we apply certain techniques
repeatedly and we introduce them first so that the reader may more clearly under-
stand the results of the analyses in each experimental section.
4.1 Methodology for Evaluating Learning Performances
We empirically evaluate how agents can learn to use memory with a two phase
methodology. The first phase involves observing the performance of the two working
memory models in the task or set of related tasks. For example, when exploring
TMazes parameterized along the temporal delay dimension in Section 6.1, we explore
several different versions of the temporally extended TMaze, and not just a single
version of the task. Through the initial exploration of a task we identify differences
in performance between memory models that relate to the specific task characteristic.
Using the measurement and analysis techniques that we discuss in Section 4.2, we
examine behaviors that individual agents exhibit and explore state diagrams that al-
low us to identify trends across task and memory configurations. Performing this anal-
ysis allows us to contrast the capabilities afforded to agents using different memory
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models and to make hypotheses about specific aspects of a memory model, grounded
in a specific task, that are responsible for good or bad performance.
In the second phase of our research, we modify memory models in order to change
these specific characteristics, empirically testing our hypotheses to determine which
characteristics of memory are relevant to performance along which task dimensions.
For example, in Section 5.2 we make modifications to the bit memory model in
order to better understand which specific aspects of bit memory are responsible for
an agent’s failure to learn to perform the base TMaze task. We modify bit memory
along dimensions that we identified as important in our analysis from the first phase,
and test predictions about which differences between bit and gated memories are
responsible for differences in performances.
4.2 Analysis Techniques
Many of the analysis techniques that we use show up repeatedly in the course of
our experiments. In this section we briefly describe them so that the presentation
of experiments and results isn’t bogged down by the additional explication of the
analysis as well.
In every case, the first and most straightforward analysis that we use is to plot the
mean learning curves for each condition in an experiment, typically for between one
hundred and one thousand agent trials (or subjects). We use the mean learning curves
to perform both objective and subjective analyses. We use them objectively by visual-
izing the average performance and comparing it to the optimal performance possible;
visualizing whether a mean performance converges to optimal or not tells us whether
a task is tractable for a given experimental condition. Additionally, we use them
for subjective evaluations by comparing the mean performances of one experimental
condition to others, and qualitatively characterizing the relative performances. For
example, the mean learning curve for one condition may converge to a higher average
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reward per episode than that of another, which would set the stage for additional
analysis to explain the observed differences in performances.
4.2.1 Individual Behavior Analysis
In order to explain observed mean performances, we perform individual behavior
analyses. This involves looking at a set number of agent traces (typically twenty),
observing the internal states that they were in and the actions that they selected. By
observing the behaviors that an individual agent exhibits across consecutive episodes,
we can characterize aspects of the behavior that are of interest. Typically we are
interested in the stable, convergent behaviors of agents and thus perform the analysis
well after the mean learning curves have converged.
An example of the individual analysis that we perform is found in the base TMaze
experiments discussed in Section V. There, we characterize behaviors that agents
exhibit over their internal bit memory while in the choice location. This analysis
helps us understand why agents were unable to learn the optimal behavior in the task,
and by identifying the behaviors that agents exhibit after learning stable behaviors
we can better describe why the particular task and memory combinations that we
explore do not exhibit optimal behaviors.
In some cases, agents exhibit multi-modal behaviors. When performing individual
behavior analysis, we group agents exhibiting similar behaviors and qualitatively char-
acterize them. These data are then presented in table form, listing the percentages
of agents exhibiting each type of behavior.
4.2.2 State Diagram Analysis
Both visualizing mean learning curves and examining and characterizing indi-
vidual behaviors are methods for analyzing the empirical performances exhibited by
agents in the course of learning. After performing the objective and subjective em-
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pirical analyses as above, we then analyze the state diagrams of an agent’s task and
memory configuration in order to understand the specific aspects of the learning
problem that make learning to use memory more or less tractable.
A state diagram is a directed graph, where states are nodes and actions are edges.
Each state in the graph is a unique state configuration in the underlying system; in the
TMaze setting, each state is a tuple consisting of three features: the salient symbol
that is observed, the current observation provided to the agent in its current location,
and the current contents of an agent’s memory. Each action, then, transitions from
one state to another.
Figure 4.1 shows the state diagram for a completely observable TMaze, for an
agent lacking any sort of memory. In the completely observable TMaze, an agent
observes two features from the environment: the observation that an agent would
normally receive in the standard TMaze (that is, salient knowledge in the starting
location and then C in the choice location), but it also observes a second feature
which is always the salient knowledge.
The agent begins in one of two initial locations, depending on which version of the
task is being used for the current episode. In the starting locations, the only action
available to the agent is “up”, which transitions the agent to the choice location. In
the choice location, if the agent selects the correct action it receives positive reward
(a smiley face), if the agent chooses the wrong action it receives negative reward (a
frowny face).
We present the state diagram for the completely observable TMaze in order to
contrast it with the state diagram for the standard, partially observable base TMaze
task for an agent lacking memory. In this setting, an agent cannot learn to perform
the task, and cannot achieve a mean performance of better than guessing as to the
correct action in the choice location (as it has no knowledge of the salient symbol
in memory, and cannot perceive it). The state diagram for this setting is shown in
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Figure 4.1: State diagram of a completely observable TMaze task.
Figure 4.2.
In this diagram, there is a hashed rectangle drawn around the states LC and
RC. This indicates that the two system states are aliased from the perspective of
the agent, and that the agent cannot distinguish between the two states using its
available internal state information. Although the agent in this configuration lacks
internal memory, even agents endowed with internal memory can have aliased states.
4.3 Parameter Selection Methodology
We briefly address practical reinforcement learning methodology issues: our pro-
cess for selecting parameters for our experiments, our process for making algorithm
and architectural design decisions, and experimental design in terms of the number
of subjects and amount of experience measured.
In our reinforcement learning framework, there are a number of free parameters:
• Learning rate
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Figure 4.2: State diagram of a partially observable TMaze task.
• Exploration temperature
• Initial Q-values
• Eligibility trace decay rate
For the first three parameters, we conducted three-dimensional parameter sweeps
across a discretized parameter space for various combinations of memory model and
task. Agent performance for learning rate and exploration rate was relatively robust
for a wide range of parameter settings, and by sampling a variety of tasks from
our experimental corpus we set the learning rate to 0.2 and the temperature of our
Boltzmann softmax action selection is 10−5.
Observed performance, across all tasks and memory models, was very sensitive
to initial Q-values. For the base TMaze and most other tasks, the best performing
initial Q-values were 2.0; for tasks extended along the temporal delay and number of
dependent action dimensions, the best performing initial Q-values were 2 + n, where
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n is the number of intermediate states or the number of dependent actions less one.
We made architectural design decisions in the same way, by exploring agent per-
formance across a sample of memory model and task configurations and selecting
those that resulted in the best performance. Pragmatically, this allowed for data to
be collected more quickly. Performances of agents using Q-learning converged slightly
more quickly than those using Sarsa, and thus we used Q-learning across all tasks.
Similarly, moderating exploratory actions using a softmax procedure with a Boltz-
mann distribution converged more quickly than various epsilon-greedy procedures
with decaying exploration rates.
Eligibility trace decay rates were selected with parameter sweeps over discrete
values of decay rates; after a neighborhood of best rates was identified, we then ran
a second sweep with a finer discretization in order to settle on the best value.
Unless otherwise noted, all experimental conditions were observed for one thou-
sand agent trials, grouping performances into fifty bins, and then averaging across all
agents to generate smoothed learning curves. For each plot that is displayed, trials
were conducted for an order of magnitude more episodes than were plotted in order
to ensure that agent performance did indeed converge to a stable value and didn’t




In order to study the dynamics of memory and parameterized task dimensions,
we must begin with a clear understanding of how an agent can learn to use internal
memory in the base TMaze task. In this section, we describe our initial experiments
with agents that learn to use bit and gated memory in the base TMaze task (Fig-
ure 3.5) and experiments with modifications to those memories to better understand
the performances that we observed.
5.1 Bit and Gated Memory in the Base TMaze
We endowed agents with both bit memory and gated memory, and observed their
performances in the base TMaze task. Figure 5.1 illustrates the mean reward per
episode that the agents accumulated.
Surprisingly, the difference in observed performances between the two conditions is
dramatic. An agent endowed with gated memory can learn to perform the task quickly
(and thus learn to use memory), but an agent endowed with bit memory cannot learn
to perform the task. In addition to the performances for agents using gated and
bit memories, the performance of an agent with lesioned memory is presented. This
agent has a single internal action available to it at all times, but the internal action
does not change the state of the environment (or of lesioned memory). After orders
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Figure 5.1: Performances of agents endowed with bit and gated memory in base
TMaze task.
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of magnitude more experience than an agent with gated memory requires, an agent
with bit memory converges to an asymptotic performance that is only slightly better
than that of the baseline condition of the lesioned agent.
5.1.1 Individual Behavior Analysis
The mean learning curves presented in Figure 5.1 paint a representative picture
of the performances that agents using each memory exhibit, but averaging across
performances sacrifices fidelity that could be helpful toward understanding why the
differences between bit memory and gated memory are so stark. In order to under-
stand the differences in performance, we examined the behaviors of twenty individual
agents learning to use each memory model and qualitatively characterized the behav-
iors exhibited after four thousand episodes (sufficient to reach an asymptotic mean
performance).
As expected from the plotted performances, agents using gated memory converged
to the optimal behavior. In all twenty cases that we observed, agents learned to gate
the salient symbol to memory, move forward in the task, and then select the correct
terminal action.
In the twenty cases of agents learning to use bit memory, no agent converged to the
optimal policy. In six cases, agents exhibited a stable behavior of toggling bit memory
to a consistent value in the choice location and then selecting the same terminal action
regardless of the salient observation; essentially, they learn to always set memory to
the same value and then guess at a terminal action, but not to use memory to preserve
history. In seven cases, a similar behavior was observed: the agents learned to set
memory to a consistent value in the choice location, but alternated between which
terminal action they select. For multiple episodes in a row, they would guess a single
action, and then alternate and guess the other action for a number of episodes, and
so on. Finally, seven agents were unstable and thrashed in the action space, guessing
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the correct terminal action half of the time and apparently having no stable behavior
over internal memory.
Only in the seven thrashing, unstable agents did any agents select internal actions
in the starting location. Agents that either converged to a stable behavior or to a
mostly stable behavior only toggled the contents of bit memory in the choice location.
In prior work (Gorski & Laird, 2011), we identified a chicken and egg problem that
can arise when agents learn to use memory: in order to converge to an optimal policy
over how to control memory, an agent benefits from having found a stable behavior in
the environment; simultaneously, in order to converge to an optimal behavior in the
environment, the agent benefits from having found a stable policy for how to control
its memory.
When an agent learns to use bit memory in the TMaze task, it encounters a similar
problem: it must learn to select one of the external actions for one value of memory,
and to select the other action for the other value of memory. What occurs instead is
that an agent learns one of these associations first; for example, it learns to store 1 to
memory when it perceives symbol A in the starting location, not to change memory
when it is in the choice location and memory contents are 1, and also to select the
correct terminal action in the choice location. After doing this a few consecutive
times, the values for each of the corresponding state-actions begin to increase above
the value of random actions, and the agent can begin to perform the optimal behavior
when it observes A in the initial location.
Consider now what happens when an agent observes B in the initial location. An
agent might set memory contents to 0 and then advance forward to the choice location.
So far, this bodes well for the agent. However, when it is in the choice location it
can take one of three actions: the correct terminal action, the wrong terminal action,
and an internal action which will toggle memory contents to 1. Since the agent has
not yet learned a stable behavior in this state, it will explore all of these options over
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time.
When an agent does try taking the internal memory action, it sets memory con-
tents to 1. Now, the agent has learned a stable behavior for being in the choice
location with 1 in memory: it should select the terminal action that corresponds to
salient symbol A, because it has already learned that it is highly rewarding. But this
is bad! In this case, the agent observed B, and so two things now happen.
First, the agent updates the value of being in the choice location with a 0 in
memory and toggling memory contents with a good value, as the value of being
in the choice location with memory contents of 1 and selecting the terminal action
corresponding to A had high value. This is undesirable, because the optimal behavior
is for the agent to never toggle memory in the choice location.
Second, the agent receives negative reward for selecting the wrong terminal action
in the choice location. This means that what had been a good behavior is now
negatively reinforced and the agent begins to unlearn the partially-optimal behavior
that it had previously learned.
Through this example, it is clear why learning to use bit memory in TMaze is
difficult, as the agent can very easily interfere with its own learning and essentially
unlearn desirable behaviors.
5.1.2 State Diagram Analysis
While an agent using bit memory has considerable difficulty in the base TMaze
case, an agent using gated memory is able to quickly learn both the task and how to
use memory appropriately. A state diagram analysis, as introduced in Section 4.2.2,
distinguishes the two conditions.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the state diagram for an agent using gated memory in the
TMaze task. For this memory and task combination, a portion of the state space
is completely observable and the agent can quickly learn an optimal behavior: gate
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memory in the initial location, move forward, and then select the appropriate terminal
action. The trajectories through the state diagram that trace the optimal behaviors
are shadowed in the Figure.
Figure 5.2: State diagram for an agent learning to use gated memory in the TMaze
task.
For the states with terminal actions that are not aliased {LCL, RCR}, the agent
learns that the value of the correct action is 1.0 and the value of the wrong action is
−1.0. On the other hand, if the agent never gates memory, it will select a terminal
action in one of two pairs of aliased states {LC , RC } or {LCC, RCC}, where the
expected value for each action is 0.0. The agent finds itself in an equivalent situation
if it gates memory in the choice location.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the state diagram for an agent using bit memory in the
TMaze task. There are several important characteristics of the state-action space in
the bit memory condition that distinguish it from the gated memory condition.
First, any trajectory to the optimal terminal reward traverses aliased states. States
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Figure 5.3: State diagram for an agent learning to use bit memory in the TMaze task.
that are aliased are those in which information in memory and the observation from
the environment is not sufficient to disambiguate the true latent state of the system,
and that there is uncertainty from the perspective of the agent as to which state it
is actually in. The learning methods used by agents in our framework are guaran-
teed to converge in completely observable tasks (under circumstances related to how
architectural parameters are controlled). However, in partially observable tasks with
aliased states they lose these convergence properties, and agents are not guaranteed
to be capable of learning to perform the task.
In contrast, optimal behaviors for agents using gated memory do not traverse
aliased paths in the respective state diagram, and instead are completely disam-
biguated.
Second, the bit memory agent has an internal action available to it, toggle, that
can transition between pairs of aliased states. It is this feature of the state diagram
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that leads to the self-interfering behavior described in Section 5.1.1. In this case, an
agent learns an optimal behavior when observing one salient symbol; then while it
is observing the other salient symbol an agent begins to interfere with its previously
learned behavior by setting memory as if it had observed the other symbol instead.
The state diagram illustrates the behavior described in the individual analysis of
the previous section. If the agent learns to only transition to states {LC1, RC1} when
it initially observes “L” and then selects the “left” terminal action, receiving positive
reward, then when the agent finds itself in the states {LC0, RC0} it will observe a
positive reinforcement learning update for transitioning to those states, encouraging
it to transition to those states and thus interfere with the correctly learned behavior.
The state diagrams for each condition make clear that there are significant dif-
ferences between the effects of the two memory models. Gated memory, by storing
observations directly, disambiguates the choice location because of what an agent
could have possibly experienced – that is, an agent cannot store an observation that
wasn’t made in this task instance, and thus later states are disambiguated.
An agent with bit memory, on the other hand, must learn to associate a value
of memory with an observation, and then not interfere with memory contents in
successive states. Unfortunately for agents using bit memory, this creates a chicken
and egg problem: the agent cannot settle on a stable memory control behavior without
first having a stable environment behavior, and vice versa.
5.2 Architectural Modifications to Bit Memory
To better understand which aspects of bit memory were responsible for the dif-
ferences in the observed learning performances, we modified the bit memory model
(and the agent framework). In light of the state diagram analysis in the previous sec-
tion, we hypothesized that if we prevented an agent using bit memory from selecting
internal actions in the choice location that it might then settle on a correspondence
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between the value of internal memory and salient symbol.
The state diagram for this modified agent architecture is shown in Figure 5.4.
While there is still no trajectory through the state space that is unaliased, an agent
cannot transition between pairs of aliased states, which we hypothesized could ame-
liorate the self-interference behavior that it otherwise exhibits.
Figure 5.4: State diagram for an agent learning to use bit memory in the TMaze task,
where the framework has been modified to prevent internal toggle actions
in the choice location.
The second architectural modification that we explored was initializing bit memory
to a special null value. We observed that gated memory has more representation
power than bit memory: in the base TMaze task, it can store four possible values
to memory (null, A, B, C); bit memory can only store two. We modified the bit
memory model so that it was initialized to a special null value. We explored two
different modifications; in one, the agent’s toggle action transitioned from null to 0
and then behaved as normal; in the other, the agent had two set internal actions
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available rather than a single toggle action, each of which set internal memory to a
specific value (for example, set0 set the value of memory to 0).
Figure 5.5 illustrates the state diagram for null-initialized bit memory with set
actions. Again, there is no trajectory through the state space that traverses only
unaliased states, but in this state diagram an agent can still transition between pairs
of aliased states. This contrasts with the previous state diagram (when toggle was
prohibited in the choice location) and agents could not transition between aliased
states.
Figure 5.5: State diagram for an agent in the TMaze task learning to use null-
initialized bit memory with set actions.
The results for these modified memory models (and agent framework) are shown in
Figure 5.6. Agents that are restricted from toggling bit memory in the choice location
converge to near-optimal behavior on average, albeit after orders of magnitude more
experience than an agent using gated memory. Although the agent is prevented
from interfering with partially learned behaviors in the choice location, it must still
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learn an association between salient symbols and values in memory; settling on a
stable association requires significant experience, and is something that is provided
architecturally to gated memory.
Figure 5.6: Restricting the bit memory toggle action and initializing bit memory to
null.
Initializing bit memory to a special null value improves agent performance in the
task over that of the unmodified bit memory condition. While it improves overall
average agent performance, agents for both null-initialized memory conditions con-
verge to behavior that is closer to that of the unmodified bit memory than optimal
performance.
We conducted an individual behavior analysis for agents in each condition, identi-
fying and categorizing the exhibited behaviors. We examined behaviors starting with
the four thousand five hundredth episode, after average agent behavior was stable.
The condition in which agents were prevented from toggling the contents of bit
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memory exhibited the best performing agents, and converged to a near-optimal rate
of observed reward (Figure 5.6). Our individual analysis found that, indeed, the
agent converged to the optimal behavior in seventeen of twenty examined trials. In
the other three trials, the agent exhibited a stable near-optimal behavior in which it
learned the correct behavior for one of the salient observation symbols, but failed to
act correctly for the other alternate salient observation. When observing the latter,
an agent would immediately move up in the task regardless of the contents of memory;
half of the time it will select the correct terminal action, and will select the wrong
one half the time. The expected average reward for an agent exhibiting this behavior
is 0.35 reward per episode.
In both of the conditions where agent memory was initialized to a special null
value, the individual analysis showed that agents engaged in similar behavioral pat-
terns. Table 5.1 summarizes the results of the individual analysis. There were three
different categories of behaviors. In the “near optimal” case, agents exhibited stable
behaviors that were nearly optimal except that for one of the two salient observations,
the agent would select two internal actions instead of one. An agent exhibiting this
behavior would expect to average 0.75 reward per episode.
Table 5.1: Summary of individual analysis of behaviors for agents endowed with null-
initialized bit memory in the base TMaze task.
Condition Near optimal Near optimal but unstable Stable, consistent, 50/50
Set 8 / 20 8 / 20 4 / 20
Toggle 7 / 20 9 / 20 4 / 20
In the “near optimal but unstable”, the agent would exhibit the same near optimal
behavior but every so often the agent’s internal associations of terminal actions and
memory contents would alternate. For example, the agent might act optimally for a
dozen consecutive episodes, but then select the wrong terminal action in the choice
location; on successive episodes, it would associate terminal actions with the opposite
values as they had been associated with on the previous episodes, and continue to act
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optimally for a period of time before repeating the alternating behavior. An agent
exhibiting this behavior would expect to average between 0.44 reward per episode if
it alternated every half dozen episodes to 0.6 reward per episode if it alternated every
dozen episodes.
In the “stable, consistent, 50/50” behavior, the agent would immediately move
to the choice location, toggle memory in the choice location to a consistent value
(either 0 or 1, irrespective of the salient observation that was made), and then select
the same terminal action in each episode. On average, then, agents exhibiting this
behavior would expect to receive −.05 reward per episode.
The individual behavior analysis for unmodified bit memory appears above, in
Section 5.1.1.
5.2.1 Discussion
As the summarized results in Table 5.1 show, most agents that learned to use null-
initialized bit memory exhibited near-optimal behaviors, while only twenty percent
of the observed agents for each condition performed similarly to behaviors exhibited
by agents in the base bit memory condition. Given the mean performances of the
agents as shown in Figure 5.6, we were surprised that none of the agents managed to
converge to the optimal behavior, but instead only learned near-optimal behaviors.
However, the improvement over the base bit memory condition is significant, and
can be ascribed to the increased representational power of the modified bit memory
mechanism. Behaving optimally, an agent uses internal actions to set memory to a
certain value depending on the observation in the initial state. In all near-optimal
behaviors that we observed, agents would set bit memory unnecessarily, and use
the null value to its advantage. This improvement in performance under the null
initialization conditions demonstrates that the additional representational capacity
can be advantageous to learning, even when less representational capacity is sufficient
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to perform the task.
Mean agent performance very nearly converged to optimal when internal actions
were inhibited in the choice location. By architecturally preventing exploratory be-
havior that can only be harmful or irrelevant (but never helpful), agents were able
to learn to use bit memory to perform in the base TMaze task. This suggests that
if agents could detect the presence of salient knowledge and when it must be used
and prevent changing the contents of internal memory in the meantime, that they
might better learn to use bit memory–and avoid the chicken and egg problem that
can plague agents learning to use memory.
The modified bit memory models thus suggest two architectural solutions to sur-
mounting the chicken and egg problem endemic to agents that learn to use memory.
First, additional representational power can help agents learn by expanding the state-
action space; this may help alleviate the problem, albeit not completely.
Second, preventing agents from interfering with knowledge in memory that is
critical to performing in the task can help an agent to learn to perform the task
optimally; preventing agents from interfering with task-critical knowledge in memory
could take the form of expert knowledge or heuristics imparted to an agent in the
form of architectural constraints.
An example of a potentially useful heuristic in TMaze tasks would be prohibiting
internal actions when more than one external action is available. Much of the inter-
ference effects that we observe in TMaze tasks involve an agent interfering with the
contents of internal memory in a choice location in order to “chase” a high Q-value,
but in the process losing the knowledge that corresponded to the true underlying
state of the task. Prohibiting actions in environment states that are choice locations
would prevent the agent from engaging in these self-destructive interference behaviors
and enable the agent to more easily learn to use memory.
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5.2.2 Additional Architectural Modifications to Bit Memory
In addition to the modifications to bit memory described above, we also explored
other modifications to bit memory. We summarize those experiments here but do not
plot results or perform additional analyses.
We explored using set actions without null-initialized bit memory. In one case,
we used two set actions; in the other, we used a 4-ary bit memory model with four
corresponding actions. Both conditions underperformed base bit memory, with the
4-ary bit memory performing worse than the binary bit memory.
We also explored different memory initialization policies, thinking that it might
affect initial behavior and thus learning performance. Instead of the default policy
of initializing bit memory to each possible value with equal probability, we biased
initialization so that one value would be selected with one hundred percent, seventy
five percent, and sixty six percent probability. For each of those conditions, agent
performance was the same as or worse than the condition when memory is initialized
with equal probability.
5.2.3 Unmodified Memory Models with Eligibility Traces
In addition to architectural modifications to the memory models and restricting
the space of available agent actions, we can also explore the effect of using eligibility
traces in our reinforcement learning framework. Eligibility traces blend temporal
difference and Monte Carlo updates, which also have the effect of updating more
reward across more than one state-action-state transition. This can allow online
agents to often learn effectively even in partially observable domains (Loch & Singh,
1998), as we discuss in Section 2.1.
As seen in state diagrams, agents learning to use gated memory can avoid aliased
states and learn the optimal policy that traverses only un-aliased states. This lead us
to hypothesize that eligibility traces should help agents learn to perform in the TMaze
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task when using bit memory, when all behavioral policies traverse aliased states. We
thus explored learning to use memory with eligibility traces to determine how much
it would improve learning to use bit memory.
Figure 5.7 shows the mean performances of agents that learn to use bit and gated
memory with eligibility traces and an eligibility decay rate of 0.9, which was found
to be optimal in a parameter sweep. Note that the scale of the horizontal axis differs
in resolution from Figure 5.1 and illustrates learning performance across an order of
magnitude fewer episodes.
Figure 5.7: Agents learning to use bit memory and gated memory in the base TMaze
task with eligibility traces.
It’s clear that eligibility traces dramatically improve the performance of the bit
memory condition. Bit memory converges to a near-optimal behavior by the five
hundredth episode.
Agent performance in the gated memory condition also improves. While agents
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converge in roughly the same amount of experience, agents converge to behavior that,
on average, is higher than optimal. An individual behavior analysis makes clear that
gated memory agents learn to gate one salient observation to memory, but never
gate memory when they observe the alternate salient symbol and instead condition
behavior on the null-initialized contents of memory in that case. Such a behavior
averages 0.85 reward per episode, and not all agents learn it.1 This behavior was not
observed in the individual analysis when eligibility traces were not used.
At this point, it behooves us to ask which results are more significant: those
of agents using eligibility traces, or the earlier results of agents not using eligibility
traces? This thesis aims to improve our understanding of the relationship of online re-
inforcement learning agents that learn to use memory to support performance in par-
tially observable domains, and to that end we are agnostic to the choice of algorithm
and instead are interested in more fundamental dynamics that arise. Therefore, both
conditions are relevant insofar they give rise to qualitatively different performances,
as they do in the base TMaze.
However, if we can evaluate learning to use memory for pure temporal difference
agents without eligibility traces (as is the case with agents learning to use gated mem-
ory) then we will not investigate performance with eligibility traces. In these cases,
agents learn sufficiently well so as to make trends readily apparent when learning
without eligibility traces. It also assumes that using eligibility traces would not neg-
atively impact learning performance. This assumption is valid for two reasons. First,
these tasks are deterministic and the partial Monte Carlo backups that eligibility
traces afford should not negatively impact time to convergence, they should only help
for reasonable settings of the eligibility trace decay rate. Second, our methodology
1It is clear, then, that our usage of “optimal behavior” throughout this thesis is a misnomer.
The alternative, however, is summarizing the same level of performance for near-optimal behavior
in which an agent uses memory appropriately in both conditions but does not learn that the lack of
knowledge of an observation in gated memory can be just as informative as that knowledge itself,
which is clearly overly cumbersome. We kindly ask forgiveness from the reader for overloading the
term optimal, and we will continue to use optimal in this way throughout the rest of the document.
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specifies that we sweep the parameter space of the eligibility trace decay rate and
select the best setting, which guarantees that we would never perform worse than
pure temporal difference as we would select a decay rate of zero in the worst case.





6.1 Description of Temporal Delay
The TMaze task can be extended by introducing a delay between when the salient
symbol is observed and when knowledge of that symbol must be used to make a
decision. In the TMaze task, this delay takes the form of additional locations in which
an agent must execute an action, but in which observations made and environmental
actions taken are irrelevant to the terminal reward that the agent receives.
Figure 6.1 illustrates a TMaze extended along the temporal delay dimension.
Locations marked as X1, ..., Xn are intermediate locations. When an agent is in an
intermediate location there is only one environment action available; when selected
in intermediate location Xi the action transitions the agent to location Xi+1 if i < n
or to C if i = n.
When the TMaze task is extended along the temporal delay dimension, obser-
vations must be provided for the intermediate locations. There are two different
configurations that can be used. In one, in each location the agent makes a unique
observation, thus disambiguating each intermediate location. For example, in loca-
tion Xi the agent would observe Xi. In the other configuration, all observations in
intermediate locations are identical and thus each intermediate location is perceptu-
ally ambiguous. For example, in location Xi, the agent would simply observe X for
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Figure 6.1: The TMaze task extended along the dimension of temporal delay.
all i.
In order to successfully perform the temporally extended TMaze, the agent must:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location, either
A or B.
2. For each intermediate location: move to the next location and not modify the
contents of internal working memory (for example, not gate memory or toggle
bit memory).
3. Move to the choice location.
4. Not modify the contents of internal memory before the next step (for example,
not gate memory or toggle bit memory).
5. Associate knowledge of the salient observation with available actions and select
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the correct action in the environment.
As the temporal delay increases, the task becomes more difficult for the agent.
When extended with unique symbols, the agent must determine that all unique in-
termediate symbols are irrelevant to accomplishing the task, and maintain the true
salient knowledge from when it is observed until selecting the correct terminal action.
For identical symbols, the agent must traverse locations with repeating, identical ob-
servations while maintaining the salient knowledge in memory and then determining
the correct correspondence between salient symbol and correct terminal action.
6.2 Temporal Delay Experiments
Our investigation into temporal delay seeks to answer the question of how an in-
creasing delay between a salient observation and dependent action affects an agent’s
ability to learn to use memory. As discussed in Section 6.1, there are two types of
TMazes extended along the dimension of temporal delay: one type where all ob-
servations made in intermediate locations are unique, and the other type where all
observations made in intermediate locations are identical. We begin by presenting
results for the unique observation case, and follow that with results for the identical
case.
6.2.1 Unique Observations in TMaze Extended with Temporal Delay
As seen in the previous section, an agent endowed with gated memory can learn
to perform in the base TMaze task very quickly. It is no surprise, then, that agents
learning to use gated memory can also converge to optimal behaviors in temporally
extended TMazes as well.
Figure 6.2 shows results for agents learning to use gated memory in TMazes ex-
tended along the dimension of temporal delay, where the number of intermediate
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locations is varied between zero and forty inclusive (individual learning curves are
not labeled, but the curves converge in the order of the number of intermediate loca-
tions as would be expected).
Figure 6.2: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with unique observations, for zero to forty intermediate
locations.
Note that although all learning curves are shown as converging to 0.8 reward per
episode, this level of performance can only be achieved by an agent in the base TMaze
task; every additional intermediate state results in an additional action that must be
taken in the environment, and thus an additional −0.1 penalty that must be incurred.
When displaying the results we thus add 0.1∗n to each point in a learning curve where
n is the number of intermediate states in order to make it easier to visually compare
performances across the dimension of task.
It is clear from the results that increasing the temporal delay between salient
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observation and dependent action does not negatively impact performance, and that
the tasks remain tractable.
We plotted the time until convergence to optimal behavior1 and found a quadratic
fit to the time until convergence with an R2 value of 0.99998, as seen in Figure 6.3.
When agents learn to use gated memory, then, time until convergence scales quadrat-
ically with the number of locations between when salient knowledge is acquired and
a dependent action that is conditioned upon it.
Figure 6.3: Number of episodes until convergence to optimal behavior for agents
learning to use gated memory in the TMaze extended along the dimension
of temporal delay.
As seen in the previous section, agents learning to use bit memory failed to learn
near-optimal behaviors in the base TMaze; by extending the base TMaze along the
dimension of temporal delay, and thus increasing the complexity of the task, there is
1Time until convergence to optimal behavior is defined as the first episode in which an agent is
within 0.01 reward per episode of the optimal behavior and does not deviate from more than 0.01
reward per episode after that point. Rewards were averaged in buckets, effectively smoothing the
learning curves across both agents and episodes; in this case, performances were grouped into five
hundred buckets for analysis.
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no reason to think that agent performance will improve.
Indeed, agents perform uniformly poorly as temporal delay increases. Although
in the base TMaze agents learning to use bit memory average above 0.2 reward
per episode, demonstrating that some learning is taking place, in tasks with any
intermediate locations agents average −0.2 reward per episode (after normalizing for
the number of intermediate locations) and demonstrate no improvement over time.
In the base TMaze, agents that learned to use bit memory in conjunction with
eligibility traces quickly converged to the optimal behavior. The same is true as
TMazes are extended along the dimension of temporal delay, as seen in Figure 6.4,
although average asymptotic performance falls sharply as the degree of temporal delay
increases. Agents exhibit near-optimal behavior for zero to one intermediate states,
and as additional intermediate states are added to the task performance continues to
degrade. These results have been optimized as were those presented in Figure 6.3.
We performed an individual behavior analysis on agents that were learned to
use bit memory with eligibility traces, and a summary of the results are presented
in Table 6.1. The trend in averaged learning performance is clear from Figure 6.4,
and the individual analysis helps to explain why average performance suffers as the
number of intermediate locations increases. In the base TMaze, all agents learn the
optimal behavior. As the number of intermediate locations increase, more agents
begin to converge to two suboptimal behaviors.
Table 6.1: Summary of individual analysis of behaviors for agents learning to use bit
memory in the temporally extended TMaze task with unique observations.
No. intermediate locations Optimal 3/4 correct 1/2 correct
0 100% 0% 0%
1 90% 0% 10%
2 50% 25% 25%
4 20% 15% 65%
8 0% 0% 100%
One of those suboptimal behaviors is labeled the “3/4 correct” behavior; in this
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Figure 6.4: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with unique observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations, and an eligibility trace decay rate of 0.9, normalized to present
the difference from optimal behavior.
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case, agents learn to correctly toggle bit memory for one value of salient observation,
but for the other salient observation never select internal actions. For example, an
agent might learn to set internal memory to 1 when it observes A, but when it observes
B it does not toggle memory regardless of memory contents. In the choice location,
it then selects the correct terminal action for the case in which it observed A, but
when it had previously observed B it can only correctly select the terminal action
50% of the time.
The other observed suboptimal behavior, labeled “1/2 correct”, is when the agent
learns to select one terminal action always and never selects the alternative. Whereas
in previous individual analyses we observed unstable and changing behaviors, in this
analysis all behaviors were stable and unchanging.
Thus, even with eligibility traces agents that learn to use bit memory become
increasingly unlikely to learn optimal behaviors as the number of intermediate states
increase. There are several reasons why agents become less likely to converge to
optimal behaviors as the number of intermediate states increases:
• The probability of an agent selecting an internal action increases with the num-
ber of intermediate states. The exact probability depends on the estimated
Q-values at a particular point in time, but if all values are identical and actions
are selected with equal probability then the probability of not selecting any
internal actions in intermediate locations is 0.5n.
• Even with a high eligibility trace decay rate of 0.9, as the number of intermediate
locations increases, the update that the earlier Q-values receive becomes smaller:
the backup reaching an internal action in the first location is proportional to
α ∗ λn+1, where α is the learning rate (0.2), λ is the eligibility trace decay rate,
and n is the number of intermediate locations.
• Irrespective of the probabilities of the two above items, agents will still explore
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the entire state-action space in the task; only after repeatedly updating the
wrong state-action values would it be useful to see traces of the optimal be-
havior. However, at that point they are unlikely to occur and increasingly less
likely as the number of intermediate states increases.
In summary, when the TMaze task is extended along the dimension of temporal
delay and intermediate states result in unique symbols as observations, agents learn
to use gated memory and the task is tractable; agents learn to use bit memory in
conjunction with eligibility traces for very simple tasks and then performance degrades
quickly as the number of intermediate states grow.
6.2.2 Identical Observations in TMaze Extended with Temporal Delay
When observations in the intermediate locations of a temporally extended TMaze
are identical, all of the intermediate states are perceptually aliased. Before running
experiments, we were unsure how agent performance would change from the unique
observation setting in the previous section to the identical observation setting. On one
hand, all of the intermediate locations are aliased, and state aliasing does increase
the difficulty of the learning problem. On the other hand, the optimal behavior
in each location is the same: move up in the environment and do not select any
internal actions; furthermore, the state aliasing allows the agent to generalize across
the intermediate locations and thus could potentially improve learning performance,
too.
The results of agents learning to use gated memory in TMazes extended along the
temporal delay dimension with zero to ten intermediate states and identical observa-
tions are shown in Figure 6.5 (again, results are normalized such that performances
are difference from optimal). The results look very similar to those of bit mem-
ory with eligibility traces in the unique observation case, above (Figure 6.4) – very
quick convergence for all amounts of temporal delay, but agents learning to perform
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in TMazes with temporal delays of two and larger exhibit increasingly sub-optimal
behaviors.
Figure 6.5: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with identical observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations.
This is the first set of gated memory results in which mean agent performance
did not converge to optimal, and as such, it is also our first opportunity to perform
an individual analysis to examine the distribution of individual behaviors that agents
exhibit. Table 6.2 summarizes the individual behaviors that agents exhibit across
various numbers of intermediate states.
When we performed individual analyses of agents learning to use bit memory in
the base TMaze task, agents were self-interfering with behaviors that were optimal
for part of the task. For example, an agent would learn to set bit memory to 1
when observing A, and then take the corresponding correct terminal action. But the
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Table 6.2: Summary of individual analysis of behaviors for agents learning to use
gated memory in the temporally extended TMaze task with identical ob-
servations.
No. intermediate locations Optimal Opt., extra internals 1/2 correct
0-5 100% 0% 0%
6 40% 40% 20%
7 0% 20% 80%
8 0% 0% 100%
agent, after observing B, would toggle memory to 1 in the choice location because
that Q-value would be relatively high, and thus interfere with its previously learned
behavior.
When agents learn to use gated memory in the temporally extended TMaze tasks,
the issue simply seems to be that as the delay grows beyond five intermediate states
agent behavior stabilizes while still remaining sub-optimal. However, there is a sig-
nificant difference between agents learning to use memory in this condition and the
performances of agents that we observed learning to use memory in the unique ob-
servation condition. In the unique observation condition, time to convergence varied
with the number of intermediate states. Here, in the identical observation condi-
tion, convergence happens at the same time regardless of the number of intermediate
locations.
Although the number of latent environmental states varies, the number of unique
observations that an agent experiences in the course of an episode is constant across
conditions. The time to convergence, then, likely can be ascribed to the Q-value
updates being performed by the agent’s reinforcement learning mechanism. We will
revisit this discussion below, when discussing results of agents that learn to use bit
memory in the same tasks.
Having found a task in which the performance of agents learning to use gated
memory is similar to performances that we have observed for bit memory, we explored
two additional conditions: gated memory with eligibility traces, and gated memory
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when the gate action is inhibited in the choice location. We predicted that both
conditions would result in convergence to optimal behavior.
Indeed, the results for agents learning to use gated memory with eligibility traces,
shown in Figure 6.6 show that agents converge to optimal behavior relatively quickly,
across zero to ten intermediate states. Note the large gap in time to convergence
between the learning curves for one and two intermediate states. When there is one
intermediate state, there is no aliasing (the identical observation is not truly identical
as there is only a single intermediate state, and it isn’t aliased with either the salient
observation or the choice location). Thus, the aliasing that is introduced with two
intermediate states makes the task significantly more challenging; additional state
aliasing only slightly more challenging. The differences in performances between one
and two intermediate state tasks can be interpreted as the cost of aliased states, which
in terms of time to convergence, is at least an order of magnitude more experience.
As was the case with agents learning to use bit memory in the base TMaze,
inhibiting internal actions in the choice location does result in convergence to optimal
behavior, as seen in Figure 6.7. Although agents converge to optimal behaviors, they
do not do so as quickly as agents that use eligibility traces. Furthermore, there is no
gap between tasks of one and two intermediate locations.
As agents that learned to use bit memory struggled in the base TMaze task and
the temporally extended TMaze task with unique observations, one would not expect
them to perform well in a temporally extended TMaze with identical observations.
Indeed, mean agent performances are poor, as seen in Figure 6.8.
It is intriguing that the performance of agents in tasks with one and two interme-
diate locations are nearly identical, and qualitatively different from the performances
of agents for three and more intermediate locations. In the results for gated memory
(Figure 6.6) we observed that there was a significant difference between tasks with one
and two intermediate locations as the task with two intermediate locations is the first
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Figure 6.6: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with identical observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations and an eligibility trace decay rate of 0.75.
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Figure 6.7: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with identical observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations, when internal actions in the choice location are inhibited.
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Figure 6.8: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with identical observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations.
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in which the intermediate locations introduce additional state aliasing. Why would
the difference between one and two locations be indistinguishable for bit memory, but
yet differ from results in tasks with three and more intermediate locations?
The individual analysis of behaviors exhibited by agents in these tasks, summa-
rized in Table 6.3, confirms that there is indeed a difference in the behaviors that they
are exhibiting. For one and two intermediate locations, agents occasionally (20% and
30% of the time respectively) converge to behaviors in which they select the cor-
rect terminal action three quarters of the time. This means that they correctly set
internal memory for one salient observation, and for the other they do not change
memory at all. Furthermore, they do not change internal memory in the intermediate
or choice locations, thus averaging optimal behavior 75% of the time. On the other
hand, when there are three intermediate locations (and more), agents never converge
to this behavior and instead only select the correct terminal action 50% of the time.
Table 6.3: Summary of individual analysis of behaviors for agents learning to use bit
memory in the temporally extended TMaze task with identical observa-
tions.




Figure 6.9 shows results for agents learning to use bit memory in the same set of
tasks but when using eligibility traces with a decay rate of 0.9. Again, agents exhibit
similar performances in tasks with one and two intermediate locations; for three
and more locations, agents continue to perform worse as the number of intermediate
locations grows. This phenomena of qualitatively similar behaviors for one and two
intermediate locations persists both when eligibility traces are and are not used, and
is confirmed with an individual behavior analysis. This phenomena was not present
when TMaze tasks were extended along the dimension of temporal delay with unique
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observations; rather it is unique to the identical observation setting.
Figure 6.9: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory in the temporal
delay TMaze task with identical observations, for zero to ten intermediate
locations, in conjunction with eligibility traces and an eligibility trace
decay rate of 0.9.
This phenomena is similar to performances that we observed when agents learned
to use gated memory in the temporally extended TMaze tasks with identical observa-
tions. In performances illustrated in Figure 6.5, agents performed nearly identically
across tasks with zero to five intermediate locations, even converging in almost identi-
cal amounts of time. This contrasts with agents that learned to use gated memory in
tasks with unique observations in the intermediate locations, or agents that learned
in conjunction with eligibility traces.
When additional aliased locations are added between when a salient observation
is made and dependent actions are taken, it appears that there is a cliff in learning
behaviors. For a certain number of locations or fewer, learning is tractable and agents
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can learn to perform the task. Beyond that cliff, agent performance suffers and does
not converge to optimal, although it does converge in nearly the same amount of
time. When agents do converge to a stable behavior, however, the ratio of optimal to
sub-optimal behaviors decreases as additional intermediate locations are added until
the ratio is zero.
Why might this cliff exist? While these agents use eligibility traces, they are still
online agents and must balance exploration of their action space with greedy actions.
As temporal delay increases, the probability of agents selecting the correct sequence
of actions decreases; it’s possible that agents simply do not observe sufficient traces
of the optimal behavior in order to avoid converging to stable, suboptimal behaviors.
6.3 Summary of Temporal Delay Experiments
There were several trends that are apparent when looking at all of the results
that we presented for agents learning to use memory in TMazes extended along the
dimension of temporal delay. We can qualitatively group the behaviors that are
exhibited across tasks.
In one group, all agents converge to optimal behaviors and the time to conver-
gence scales quadratically with the number of intermediate locations. For agents to
exhibit this behavior, they must converge to the optimal behavior in the base case; for
example, gated memory converges to optimal in the base case while bit memory does
not. We call this the time-to-converge group, as additional intermediate locations
effects the time it takes an agent to converge to optimal.
In another, the base case converges to optimal behavior and adding intermediate
locations degrades the asymptotic mean performance. As additional intermediate
locations are added to the task, agents converge to more suboptimal behaviors and
fewer agent traces (as found in individual behavior analyses) converge to the optimal,
or near-optimal, behaviors. These stable, sup-optimal behaviors are easier to find
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via exploration and as additional locations are added to the task, the agent is less
likely to find them before converging to a stable behavior. We call this the ratio
group, as adding intermediate locations changes the ratio of optimal, near-optimal,
and sub-optimal behaviors that agents converge to.
Finally, in the third case, the base case is sub-optimal and adding intermediate
locations quickly causes agent behavior to degrade to the same uniform suboptimal
behavior, in which the agent sets memory contents to one consistent value and select
the same terminal action regardless of the salient observation made in the starting
location. This case is similar to the second, but the fact that behavior in the base
case is so poor makes it impossible to determine the effect of additional intermediate
locations. We call this the indistinguishable group, as the performances of most
agents after the base case are indistinguishable from each other (and no better than
guessing).
Why do agents converge to three different types of stable behaviors, given that
they initially start with identical states? There are several sources of nondeterminism
(or noise) in our experiments:
1. Random exploration actions: while weighted towards greedy actions according
to a softmax distribution, action selection is stochastic.
2. Distribution of task type: the salient observation in a task episode, and thus
the correct terminal action, is randomly selected at the beginning of an episode
with uniform probability.
3. Initialized Q-values: a small amount of noise is injected into agents’ initial
Q-values.
These sources of stochasticity are sufficient to lead to qualitatively different stable,
convergent behaviors. Given that there agents converge to qualitatively different
stable behaviors suggests that if an agent experienced particular sequences of task
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episodes (or actions within an episode) it might transition from one stable behavior
to another, although we did not pursue this direction.
We summarize the results that were presented in this Section in Table 6.4, and
categorize them according to the qualitative descriptions above. For each entry in the
table, we list whether observations were unique or identical, which memory model was
used, and any experimental conditions that were explored (where base indicates only
the unmodified base agent framework). Agent behavior is then categorized according
to the descriptions above, along with any notes.
Table 6.4: Summary of results in TMazes extended along the temporal delay dimen-
sion.
Observations Memory Conditions Behavior group and comments
Unique Gated Base Time-to-converge. Scales quadratically
with number of intermediate locations.




Identical Gated Base Ratio. Although 0-5 intermediate loca-




between 1 and 2+ intermediate locations.
Identical Gated Inhibit in
choice
Time-to-converge. Slower convergence
than eligibility traces condition.
Identical Bit Base Indistinguishable. Although 1-2 interme-
diate locations are slightly better than 3+.
Identical Bit Eligibility
traces




Number of Dependent Decisions
7.1 Description of Number of Dependent Decisions
The TMaze task can be extended by introducing additional decisions (and hence
actions) that depend on knowledge of the salient observation. This involves increasing
the number of locations after the (base) choice location, where each additional location
also has two possible actions whose effects depend on the salient observation.
Figure 7.1 illustrates adding an additional dependent decision, for a total of two
dependent decisions and one more than in the base TMaze. In this case, the location
marked as C1 has two actions; like the base TMaze, one action is correct when A is
the salient observation in the first location and the other is correct when B is the
salient observation. In either case, both actions lead to a location marked as C2,
where again there are correct and wrong actions in the same manner as in the C1
location. After the terminal action is selected, an agent receives positive reward iff
the agent has selected only correct actions; if the agent selected any action in a choice
location that was not correct, it receives negative reward.
As additional dependent actions are introduced, the same characteristic of task
holds in that an agent must select only correct dependent actions in order to receive
positive reward. At any point, selecting an incorrect action will result in negative
terminal reward.
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Figure 7.1: The TMaze task extended along the dimension of number of dependent
decisions, for a total of two dependent decisions.
As was the case for temporal delay in Section 6.1, there are two types of TMazes
with additional dependent actions: unique and identical. In the unique case, an agent
observes a unique symbol in each location, such that the observation made in each
location captures the history of environmental actions that the agent has selected so
far in the current task episode. Continuing the example of a TMaze task with two
dependent decisions, in the first choice location the agent would observe C1. If the
agent selected action A, it would then observe CA; if it selected action B, then it
would observe CB.
In the second type of task with identical observations, the agent observes symbols
that indicate how many dependent decisions have been made thus far in the episode
but cannot recover action history from them. At the first choice location, then, the
agent observes C1; after selecting an action, it then observes C2 regardless of which
action it selected in the first choice location.
In order to successfully perform the TMaze with additional dependent decision,
an agent must:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location, either
A or B.
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2. Move to the first choice location with dependent actions.
3. While the agent is in a choice location with dependent actions: do not modify
the contents of internal working memory, associate the salient knowledge with
the correct action, then select that action in the environment.
As the number of dependent actions in a task increases, the task becomes more
difficult. This is true for both types of tasks. In the unique observation case, the
agent must learn to use memory correctly and to correctly act in each location with a
dependent decision, conditioning the selected actions on the contents of memory. In
the identical observation case, the agent must also overcome the disadvantage of not
being able to recover the history of past actions while learning from environmental
observations, and must learn sequences of correct decisions.
7.2 Number of Dependent Decisions Experiments
The purpose of our experiments in the dimension of the number of dependent
decisions is to determine how adding additional decision points to a task affects an
agent’s ability to learn to use memory, where the correct action at a decision point is
determined by a previously observed salient symbol. As discussed in Section 7.1, there
are two configurations of TMaze tasks extended with additional dependent decisions:
the unique and identical configurations.
We begin by presenting experiments and results in the unique observation case,
and then proceed to present results from the identical case.
7.2.1 Number of Dependent Decisions with Unique Observations
Extending a TMaze with additional decisions that depend on a salient observation
shares some similarities with the previous section, where we extended a TMaze with
temporal delay. When the base TMaze is extended with a second dependent decision,
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the second dependent decision has a longer temporal delay between its location and
the location in which the salient symbol is observed than the first dependent decision
does; furthermore, the agent must learn the correct action in that second dependent
decision. Therefore, we expect agent learning performance in these tasks to scale less
favorably than it did along the dimension of temporal delay.
Figure 7.2 shows the results for agents that learn to use gated memory in TMaze
tasks that are extended with additional dependent decisions and unique observations,
for one to ten dependent decisions. By the five thousandth episode, mean agent
performance has converged to optimal in tasks with one to five dependent decisions;
the remaining conditions require more experience to converge. These results are not
plotted, but all ten learning curves do converge to optimal.
Figure 7.2: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the TMaze task
extended with additional dependent actions and unique observations, for
one to ten dependent actions.
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Agent learning performance, then, does scale worse as TMazes are extended with
additional dependent decisions than it did when temporal delay was added, as we
expected. As a point of comparison, agents that used gated memory to perform in
the TMaze task with ten additional locations of delay and unique observations had
converged to optimal by the five hundredth episode (as seen in Figure 6.2).
We plotted the number of episodes required for convergence to optimal in Fig-
ure 7.3. The vertical axis is on a logarithmic scale, and an exponential regression
was fit to the data with an R2 value of 0.9973. Whereas the amount of experience
required to converge to optimal scaled quadratically as TMaze tasks were extended
along the temporal delay dimension, as tasks are extended with additional dependent
decisions the amount of experience required to converge to optimal when learning to
use memory scales exponentially.
Figure 7.3: Number of episodes until convergence to optimal behavior for agents
learning to use gated memory in TMaze tasks extended with additional
dependent decisions.
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A state diagram analysis is illustrated in Figure 7.4 for an agent using gated
memory in a TMaze task with two dependent actions and unique observations.
Figure 7.4: State diagram for an agent endowed with gated memory performing the
TMaze task with two dependent choices and unique observations.
In this state diagram, there are trajectories through the state space that cover the
optimal behavior and do not traverse any aliased states. Thus an agent learning to
use gated memory in the TMaze task extended with additional dependent decisions
would be expected to converge to an optimal behavior. We continue our discussion
of features of the state diagram in Section 7.2.2, where we contrast it with the state
diagram for the identical observation case.
Given that agents learning to use gated memory found this set of tasks to be more
challenging than those modified with temporal delay, it is no surprise that agents
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learning to use bit memory also struggled to perform well. Results for agents that
learned to use bit memory without eligibility traces demonstrated poor performance;
for two or more dependent decisions, mean agent performances were indistinguishable
from each other and were asymptotic at roughly -0.2 reward per episode.
Figure 7.5 shows the results for agents that learned to use bit memory with eligi-
bility traces in TMaze tasks with one to eight dependent decisions and an eligibility
trace decay rate of 0.7. Mean learning performance in tasks with two dependent de-
cisions quickly converged to near optimal reward per episode, and quickly decreased
from there.
Figure 7.5: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory with eligibility traces
in the TMaze task extended with additional dependent actions and unique
observations, for one to eight dependent actions and an eligibility trace
decay rate of 0.7.
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7.2.2 Dependent Decisions with Identical Observations and Agents with
Gated Memory
In the identical case, the observations made at each location corresponding to
a dependent decision (e.g. the nth dependent decision) are all aliased with each
other. In TMazes extended along the temporal delay dimension, learning performance
degraded when moving from the unique case to the identical case. Therefore we
predicted that we would observe a similar phenomena when moving to the identical
observation case in TMazes extended with additional dependent decisions.
Figure 7.6 shows the mean learning curves for agents that learned to use gated
memory in TMaze tasks extended with additional dependent actions and identical
observations. In the base TMaze (with one dependent action), agents converge to the
optimal policy very quickly (as we have seen in previous sections). However, for two
or more dependent actions with identical observations, agents converge to the same
suboptimal behavior and are incapable of learning to perform the task.
In the previous section, we observed that the convergence time of gated memory
scaled exponentially with the number of dependent decisions. By moving from unique
observations to identical observations, we expected performance to degrade. Given
that the upper bound on convergence time was exponential scaling, it is unsurprising
that agents were unable to learn to use memory in this task without eligibility traces.
Figure 7.7 shows the results for agents that learn to use gated memory in the
same set of tasks but with eligibility traces. Here we observe that agents can learn
to use memory and converge to near-optimal behaviors in tasks with one to four
dependent decisions, but that performance begins to degrade noticeably for five and
more dependent decisions.
These results are the first that we have seen in which an agent learning to use
gated memory cannot converge to a near-optimal behavior either with or without
eligibility traces.
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Figure 7.6: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in the TMaze task
extended with additional dependent actions and identical observations,
for one to ten dependent actions.
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Figure 7.7: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory with eligibility
traces in the TMaze task extended with additional dependent actions and
identical observations, for one to ten dependent actions and an eligibility
trace decay rate of 0.7.
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The state diagram for an agent using gated memory in the TMaze task with two
dependent actions and identical observations is shown in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8: State diagram for an agent endowed with gated memory performing the
TMaze task with two dependent choices and identical observations.
There are several differences between this state diagram analysis and the state
diagram for the unique observation case (above, Figure 7.4). The most important
difference is that in the unique case the optimal behavior did not traverse any aliased
states. In the aliased case, however, the optimal behavior traverses a pair of aliased
states in either case (when an agent’s internal memory contains knowledge of the
salient observation and the current observation is C2).
This turns out to be a significant barrier to learning the optimal policy, but yet
is also different from the aliased states when an agent is learning to use bit memory.
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When an agent learns to use bit memory (in the base TMaze, as in Figure 5.2) all
states are reachable, regardless of the starting state and the identity of the salient
observation. An agent using bit memory then had to simultaneously learn both a
stable behavior over memory as well as a stable behavior in the environment, both of
which depended on each other.
In the case of an agent learning to use gated memory in this task, an agent faces
the same problem but not all states are reachable from each other; in fact, the state
space is essentially split down the middle, even though some states are aliased with
each other. Although the optimal behavior must traverse a pair of aliased states, if
an agent could learn to always select action A when its internal state were (C2, A)
(and the equivalent for the other salient symbol) then it could perform optimally.
7.2.2.1 Constructing Representative POMDPs
As discussed above, we believe that the difference in the asymptotic mean per-
formances of agents learning to use gated memory in TMaze tasks with additional
dependent decisions and identical observations can be explained by the optimal be-
havior in the task traversing aliased states, while in the base TMaze task the optimal
behavior traverses only completely observable states.
The portion of the state space of interest is shown in Figure 7.9. If an agent gates
internal memory, and then moves up in the environment, it will have three possible
actions that it can select: A, B, and to gate internal memory. If it gates internal
memory, it will enter an aliased state and remain in aliased states until it selects a
terminal action. At this point, the best that it can hope to do is guess as to which
terminal action is correct and receive, on average, 0.0 terminal reward (less penalties
for each action that it selects).
If instead of the gate action the agent selects action B, the agent is guaranteed to
receive −1.0 terminal reward either when it selects actions A or B immediately, or
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Figure 7.9: The portion of the state diagram that is of particular interest for an
agent endowed with gated memory performing in a TMaze task with two
dependent decisions and identical observations.
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after gating memory and arriving in a different aliased state.
Finally, if instead of gate or B the agent selects A, then selecting A again will
lead to 1.0 terminal reward and B will result in −1.0 terminal reward. Given this,
it might seem reasonable that an online temporal difference agent could learn the
optimal behavior in this subset of the state diagram: given sufficient exploration,
the action A in the aliased state space of interest would result in higher expected
reward than either selecting action B or gating memory, and would lead to the agent
eventually selecting action A twice in a row and learning the optimal behavior.
We constructed two small POMDPs that represent an abstraction of the state
space of interest in order to isolate the task characteristics that were responsible
for agents’ difficulty in learning to use memory. Figure 7.10 shows the first of two
POMDPs: a single state (state 0) with two actions, each of which transitions deter-
ministically to two different states, states 1 and 2. An agent observes A from state 0
and B in both states 1 and 2. Rewards for terminal actions from states 1 and 2 are
as shown in the figure; the optimal behavior is for an agent to select the left actions
twice in a row, which leads to reward of 1; all other behaviors result in reward of −1.
Figure 7.10: A POMDP that captures aspects of the state diagram for an agent with
gated memory in TMazes extended with additional decisions and iden-
tical observations.
The second POMDP is a small extension of the first one. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.11, an additional terminal action is added in state 0 that results in 0 reward.
The optimal behavior in the task remains the same.
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Figure 7.11: POMDP from Figure 7.10 extended with an additional action in state 0
which results in terminal reward of 0.0.
We collected results in four experimental conditions: agents in each of the two
POMDP tasks described above, and with and without eligibility traces. The mean
performances of agents under each condition are shown in Figure 7.12. From the
figure, it is clear that agents perform significantly better in the first task than in
the second, and that the third action available in state 0 dramatically affects the
behaviors that agents can converge to.
When agents learn with eligibility traces in the first task, they quickly converge
to the optimal behavior. Without eligibility traces, performance slowly converges to
a sub-optimal but near-optimal asymptote.
When agents learn in the second task, performance is noticeably worse. Agents
with eligibility traces receive a mean of 0.4 reward per episode, or the same as selecting
the 0.0 terminal reward action half of the time and following the optimal behavior the
other half. Without eligibility traces, agents in the second task learn only to select
the terminal reward in the starting state, resulting in performance of 0.0 reward per
episode.
The results from these experiments with simple POMDPs demonstrate an inter-
esting phenomena: that by adding a single action from a state with sub-optimal
expected reward, an agent can be distracted from learning an optimal policy in a
partially observable task. While agents in the first task performed either optimally or
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Figure 7.12: Mean agent performances in both POMDP tasks, with and without eli-
gibility traces.
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relatively well in the face of partial observability, agents in the second modified task
fared poorly overall and instead of finding the optimal policy in the face of partial
observability instead selected the terminal action with lower overall reward.
This aids us in understanding the results that we observed when modifying TMaze
tasks with additional decisions and identical observations in conjunction with agents
learning to use gated memory. Although learning the optimal action in that setting
seems like it is a reasonable thing for an online temporal difference agent to learn,
it in fact is difficult in part because of the rest of the state action space of the task.
While looking at trajectories through the state space is useful and informative, other
actions and trajectories cannot be ignored.
7.2.3 Dependent Decisions with Identical Observations and Agents with
Bit Memory
Given that agents failed to learn to use gated memory to perform the tasks, it is
unsurprising that agents learning to use bit memory exhibit similarly poor behaviors.
Figure 7.13 shows results for agents that learned to use bit memory with eligibility
traces in the TMaze tasks extended with additional dependent actions. For two or
more dependent actions, agents converge to considerably less than optimal behaviors.
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Figure 7.13: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory with eligibility
traces in the TMaze task extended with additional dependent actions
and identical observations, for one to eight dependent actions and an
eligibility trace decay rate of 0.7.
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CHAPTER VIII
Number of Distinct Symbols
8.1 Description of Number of Distinct Symbols
In the base TMaze task (shown in Figure 3.5), the agent observes one of two
salient symbols and must maintain knowledge of the salient observation in order to
correctly perform the task. The TMaze task can be extended by supplementing the
alphabet of salient symbols that can be observed with new, additional symbols in the
initial location.
Figure 8.1 shows a TMaze extended with additional distinct symbols. Rather
than two possible symbols in the initial location, this TMaze has five symbols. Each
symbol is correlated with a correct action in the choice location, which results in
positive reward when it is selected after having observed that particular symbol; the
other possible action results in negative reward, as in the base TMaze task.
In order to successfully perform the TMaze task extended with additional distinct
symbols, an agent must:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location.
2. Move to the choice location.
3. Not modify the contents of internal working memory before the next step.
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Figure 8.1: The TMaze task extended along the dimension of the amount of salient
knowledge
4. Associate the salient knowledge with the correct action and select that action
in the environment.
As the number of distinct symbols increase, the difficulty of the task increases, but
more superficially than in the other parameterizations that we have seen. Whereas
increasing temporal delay and the number of dependent actions has a relationship
with how aliased the task is, increasing the amount of distinct symbols only increases
the space of the possible observations that an agent can make, and does not affect
the degree to which task states are aliased.
As the number of distinct symbols increases, the representational capacity of mem-
ory must also increase. For example, if there are three distinct symbols and three
distinct corresponding dependent actions, an agent’s memory model must be capable
of representing three distinct values in order for the agent to exhibit the optimal be-
havior in the task. In such an example, a bit memory representing only binary values
would be incapable of supporting the optimal task behavior.
8.2 Number of Distinct Symbols Experiments
We explored varying the number of distinct symbols in order to determine how
creating a larger vocabulary of salient knowledge would affect an agent’s ability to
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learn to perform the TMaze task. While both previous sets of experiments involved
different variations on whether observations were identical or unique (which affected
which environmental states were aliased), our investigation in this section varies the
number of distinct symbols by parameterizing tasks in only a single dimension.
We observed the performance of agents that learned to use gated memory in
TMaze tasks extended with varying numbers of distinct symbols and corresponding
dependent actions. Figure 8.2 shows the mean performances of agents for TMaze tasks
with thirty to two hundred distinct symbols and corresponding dependent actions.
All agents that we observed converged to optimal behavior.
Figure 8.2: Agent performance when learning to use gated memory in TMaze tasks
with varying numbers of distinct symbols, for thirty to two hundred dis-
tinct symbols and corresponding actions.
We plotted the number of episodes to convergence to optimal behavior for agents
in the same conditions as above, but for two to one hundred forty distinct symbols,
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in Figure 8.3. Using quadratic regression we fit a curve to the data, which resulted in
an R2 fit of 0.9999; thus the amount of experience required for an agent to converge
to the optimal behavior is quadratic in the number of distinct symbols in the task.
Figure 8.3: Amount of experience required for agents learning to use gated memory
in TMaze tasks with various numbers of distinct symbols to converge
to optimal behavior, for two to one hundred forty distinct symbols and
corresponding actions.
This is a sensible result. Consider the state diagram of an agent learning to use
gated memory in the base TMaze task (Figure 5.2). In the state diagram for the
base task, there are two trajectories that cover the optimal behavior and in which
states are not aliased with any others. As the number of distinct symbols increases,
so too do the number of unaliased trajectories that lead to optimal behavior (each
corresponding to a unique starting state and distinct symbol).
However, the number of distinct aliased states, or the cardinality of the set of
aliased states, does not increase. The expected reward of any terminal action selected
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in the set of aliased states decreases with the number of distinct symbols, where the
expected reward is 1(1/n)− 1(n− 1/n), or 2− n/n. Thus, as the number of distinct
symbols increases the perceived value of aliased states becomes worse and worse,
and thus agents have more and more motivation to explore the trajectories that are
completely observable and lead to expected reward.
We also explored agents that learned to use bit memory in tasks with varying
numbers of distinct symbols. As agents that learn to use bit memory without eligibil-
ity traces fare poorly in the base TMaze task, we only explored agents that learned to
use bit memory in these tasks in conjunction with eligibility traces; specifically, the
optimal eligibility trace decay rate for these tasks was found to be 0.9. As binary bit
memory is insufficient to support optimal behavior in tasks extended with more than
two distinct salient symbols, we used n-ary bit memories with set actions (instead of
toggle actions), where n is the number of distinct symbols.
The results of agents that learned to use bit memory with eligibility traces in
TMazes with two to eight distinct symbols (and corresponding dependent actions)
are shown in Figure 8.4. For each additional distinct symbol beyond the initial two,
the agent’s asymptotic performance decreases slightly but noticeably.
Initially, we predicted that an individual behavior analysis of these results would
show patterns of behavior similar to those that we have already seen: as the number
of distinct symbols increase, the ratio of agents converging to optimal behavior to
agents converging to sub-optimal behaviors would decrease. Instead, we found that
nearly all agents, for all conditions, converged to behaviors in which they always
selected the correct dependent action and received positive terminal reward.
The reason that asymptotic performance decreases as the number of distinct sym-
bols increases is that, when presented with a salient symbol, agents set bit memory
several times in succession before settling on a value of memory and moving forward
in the task (and then selecting the correct terminal action). For example, when ob-
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Figure 8.4: Agent performance when learning to use bit memory with eligibility traces
in TMaze tasks with varying numbers of distinct symbols, for two to eight
distinct symbols and corresponding actions.
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serving salient symbol A3, an agent might set the contents of memory to 5, then set
the contents of memory to 6, then move forward and select terminal action A3. In
some situations the same agent might set memory contents once and immediately
move forward, in others the agent might set action more than twice before moving
forward.
As the agent is penalized −0.1 reward for each selected action, these additional
internal actions prevent the agent from exhibiting the true optimal behavior. When
using conventional binary bit memory we don’t observe similar behaviors because the
representational capacity of memory is limited. If the agent were penalized less for
using internal memory than for actions in the environment (for example, if penalties
were proportional to the time it took to execute internal and external actions), then
the asymptotic behaviors exhibited by the agents would be relatively improved.
This is the first dimension of task for which agents using bit memory has con-





9.1 Description of Concurrent Knowledge
All of the TMaze extensions that we have discussed to this point have involved a
single salient symbol that is observed. Instead of representing knowledge as a single
symbol internally, we can use an alternate representation in which both observations
and knowledge in memory are sets of symbols, rather than single symbols.
Agents endowed with bit memory are not directly affected by this alternate rep-
resentation, but agents endowed with gated memory can be if the internal actions
available to them do not allow for the entire set of observed symbols to be gated to
memory at once, but instead allow symbols to be gated individually. If observations
can be gated as a set, rather than individually, then the task is reduced to that of
varying the number of distinct symbols as above; explorations in this dimension will
exclusively be concerned with individual actions over slots of memory.
Figure 9.1 illustrates a TMaze extended along the concurrent knowledge dimension
with two concurrent salient observations. When the agent is in the initial location,
it observes a vector of two symbols: one symbol of A,B and one symbol of X, Y , for
four possible combinations.
Necessarily there are four dependent actions, one for each unique combination
of salient observations. If the number of dependent actions available in the choice
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Figure 9.1: The TMaze task extended with concurrent knowledge.
location was less than the number of unique combinations of salient symbols, then
the agent might not need to gate all perceptual symbols to memory in order to select
the correct dependent action in the choice location.
This task is similar to the tasks in Gorski & Laird (2009, 2011) in which an agent
endowed with episodic memory learned to construct an episodic memory retrieval cue.
In that work, an agent learned which features were salient to the episodic memory
retrieval; in this work, all features are salient and the agent must learn to encode all
of them to working memory.
In order to maintain multiple symbols in memory, an agent’s internal memory
must have additional slots. Thus to completely represent n unique perceptual sym-
bols, a gated memory must also have n slots. Bit memory must have the same
representational capacity as the number of unique combinations of perceptual sym-
bols; for example, if there are eight possible combinations of symbols then binary bit
memory would require three slots, ternary bit memory would require two slots, or a
single slot of 8-ary bit memory would also be sufficient.
In order to successfully perform the TMaze task extended with concurrent knowl-
edge, an agent must:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the combination of salient symbols observed
in the initial location. For an agent using gated memory, this involves gating
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each symbol to memory independently and without interfering with previously
gated symbols. For an agent using bit memory, it means encoding each unique
combination of observed symbols as a unique combination of bits in memory.
2. Move to the choice location.
3. Not modify the contents of internal working memory before the next step.
4. Associate the salient knowledge with the correct action and select that action
in the environment.
As the number of concurrent salient symbols increases, so too does the difficulty
of the task. As was the case with additional distinct symbols, additional concurrent
symbols do not affect the degree of aliasing within the task. However additional
concurrent symbols do affect the number of environmental actions that an agent
must take in the task, the size of the observation space, and the number of actions
available in the choice location.
9.2 Concurrent Knowledge Experiments
Extending the TMaze task with concurrent knowledge involves adding additional
salient symbols to the starting location, as well as additional dependent actions to the
choice location, where there is one terminal dependent action per unique combination
of salient symbols. For example, when there are three binary salient symbols then
there are nine dependent actions.
Agents that learn to use gated memory in TMazes with concurrent salient knowl-
edge and without eligibility traces converge to the optimal behaviors, but the agents
require significant amounts of experience relative to previous experiments. We present
plots of agents learning with eligibility traces only because they require less experience
and the mean learning curves are qualitatively similar with respect to how learning
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performances decrease in quality with the amount of concurrent knowledge.
The mean performances for agents learning to use gated memory in TMazes with
concurrent salient knowledge are illustrated in Figure 9.2, for one to eight concurrent
salient symbols. Agents that learn to perform tasks for one to three concurrent salient
symbols converge to the optimal behavior very quickly, but time to convergence scales
very poorly for agents in tasks with more concurrent symbols. Although not all
learning curves converge to optimal behavior in the figure, the mean performances do
converge to optimal in all eight cases.
Figure 9.2: Mean agent performance when learning to use gated memory with eligi-
bility traces in TMaze tasks with concurrent knowledge, for one to eight
concurrent salient symbols.
Given these results, the most obvious question is: why does the time to con-
vergence increase so dramatically with the amount of concurrent knowledge? The
answer is simply that the size of the state space of the task grows exponentially with
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the amount of concurrent knowledge and the number of gated memory slots. The
number of possible internal states in the starting location is (3n + 2n) alone. As addi-
tional concurrent knowledge is added to the task, there are still completely observable
(unaliased) trajectories through the state space of the task and thus the agent can,
with sufficient experience, determine how to act. There are simply many more task
states that the agent can experience when a task is extended with concurrent knowl-
edge relative to previous dimensions that we have explored, requiring significantly
more experience in order for agents to learn to perform tasks extended along this
dimension.
As agents required exponentially more experience in order to converge to optimal
behaviors when learning to use gated memory, we expected agents that learn to use
bit memory to fare poorly in this domain.
The mean performances for agents learning to use bit memory with eligibility
traces in TMaze tasks with one to four concurrent salient symbols are illustrated in
Figure 9.3. For each salient symbol, agents were endowed with a corresponding slot
of bit memory; for example, in a TMaze task with four concurrent salient symbols,
agents learned to use a four-slot bit memory (where each slot contained a binary value
that was controlled with set actions). Although agents only converge to the optimal
behavior in the base task, agent performance scales relatively well as the number of
concurrent symbols increases, particularly given how poorly performances scaled for
agents learning to use gated memory in the same tasks.
Overall these performances were significantly better than what we expected to
observe, relative to how bit memory has fared when supporting behavior in challenging
tasks that we have already observed. Note that agents converge to stable, though
often sub-optimal, behaviors with about the same amount of experience as for agents
using gated memory in the same task conditions.
This is the first experiment in which we explore agents that learn to use more than
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Figure 9.3: Mean agent performances when learning to use bit memory with eligi-
bility traces in TMaze tasks with concurrent knowledge, for one to four
concurrent salient symbols.
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a single slot of bit memory. In order to better understand the effects of learning to use
multiple bits of memory, we ran a control experiment in which agents were endowed
with one to four slots of binary bit memory, but learned to perform in the base TMaze
task. The mean performances of agent performances are shown in Figure 9.4.
Figure 9.4: Mean agent performances when learning to use bit memory with eligibility
traces in the base TMaze task, for one to four slots of bit memory.
As seen in the figure, agents converge to behaviors that are slightly sub-optimal
when endowed with additional slots of bit memory, and the more slots they are
endowed with the worse their performances. An individual analysis showed that this
was because agents would often set more than a single slot of memory before advancing
in the task. This behavior is similar to the behaviors observed in agents performing in
tasks with additional distinct symbols (Section 8.2), where agents selected consecutive
internal actions before arriving at a memory state in which they advanced to the choice
location.
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In this case, agents lacked the capacity to generalize and learned optimal behaviors
in a subset of the internal state space. Then for the remaining internal states they
learned to configure memory in such a way that they would know how to act, selecting
unnecessary internal actions in order to receive a positive terminal reward.
From the results of this experiment, we can conclude that although having addi-
tional slots of bit memory does cause some slight negative impact to the convergent
behaviors that agents exhibit, it does not explain why agents could not converge to
the optimal behavior in tasks with concurrent knowledge. We thus conducted an
individual behavior analysis so that we could characterize the behaviors that agents
were exhibiting after convergence.
We observed two phenomena when conducting the individual behavior analysis
that explains why agents do not converge to the optimal behaviors. First, agents
would occasionally set the same slot of memory twice. For example, in one agent
that we observed learning to perform a TMaze task with three concurrent symbols,
the trace of actions that it selected in the starting location was: [slot1 = 1, slot2 = 0,
slot1 = 0, slot0 = 0, slot2 = 1, up, terminal4]. In that episode, the agent selected the
correct terminal action and received positive reward, but selected five internal actions
when it only had three slots of internal memory. The agent thus had learned to select
the correct terminal action, but was taking more actions than necessary when setting
internal memory in the starting location. Had the agent explored more of the task
space, it would have been able to perform better asymptotically.
The second phenomena that we observed was that agents would sometimes not
select the correct terminal actions. For example, in the same agent trace as in the
previous paragraph, in a later episode the agent observed three salient symbols in the
starting location: [A, D, F ], immediately moved forward in the task, and selected
action terminal1, which was the incorrect terminal action. Although the agent learned
to correctly use memory in most of the task state space, there were some starting
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states in which it had learned to not use memory and simply move forward and receive
negative reward when it selected the wrong terminal action.
Thus, while agents learned to use bit memory fairly well and in the mean received
near-optimal reward per episode, agents didn’t always use memory optimally and




10.1 Description of Second-Order Knowledge
In all of the TMaze extensions that we have discussed earlier, the correct depen-
dent action in the choice location depends directly on the salient knowledge that was
observed. For example, in the base TMaze if the agent observes symbol A then, across
all episode instances, the identity of the correct action to select in the choice location
remains the same.
The TMaze task can be modified so that the correct action depends not on the
symbol observed in the initial location, but depends on the relationship between that
symbol and the symbol observed in the choice location. In addition to modifying the
dynamics of the TMaze task, this requires modifying the agent framework to support
additional internal actions such as equality and inequality tests to compare memory
contents to the current observation.
This task is analogous to an agent being told the name of a street in the initial
location, and then when it reaches the choice location turning to go down the street
that was named earlier – but it selects the street to turn down based on the equality
relationships of its options to the name it has stored in memory, rather than simply
turning left or right based on the knowledge it has in memory.
Figure 10.1 illustrates a TMaze task that has been modified to condition the
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correct action in the choice location on second-order knowledge of the relationship
between the salient observation and an observation made in the choice location. In
the second-order task, there are two actions in the choice location: one that is correct
if the observations in the initial and choice locations are identical, and one that is
correct if they are different.
Figure 10.1: The TMaze task extended with second-order knowledge.
This modified TMaze task can be parameterized by varying the amount of salient
knowledge.
As mentioned above, the agent framework must also be modified to support the
correct execution of this task. An agent using a memory that encodes and stores con-
crete knowledge, as with gated memory, must be endowed with internal actions that
can compare the currently maintained knowledge with an agents current observation,
placing the result of the internal comparison operation into the agent’s internal state
representation. This new internal state representation would thus contain the con-
tents of internal memory and the immediate perceived observation symbol, as well as
the results of the last internal comparison action.
An agent using a memory that does stores abstract knowledge, like bit mem-
ory, cannot support second-order comparison operations as there are no perceptually
grounded symbols in memory to compare directly to current observations.
In order to successfully perform the modified TMaze task with second-order knowl-
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edge, an agent may (not must, as detailed below):
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location, either
A or B, using a memory that stores concrete knowledge.
2. Move to the choice location.
3. Not modify the contents of internal working memory before the next step.
4. Perform an internal action comparing the encoded salient knowledge with the
current observation.
5. Associate the results of the internal action with the correct environment action
and select it.
Changing the agent’s internal state representation in this manner has two effects.
First, it allows an agent to use second-order knowledge to perform the task, rather
than learning a reactive policy that avoids comparing memory contents to perception.
Second, it affords an agent with some capacity for generalization: rather than learn-
ing a behavior that is dependent on all possible combinations of symbols in memory
and perception, an agent’s behavior could depend on the relationship between sym-
bols instead, if it had the ability to generalize over internal agent states (which our
framework does not support).
Note that if an agent’s internal state contains both the contents of internal memory
and current observation, the agent can use that knowledge in order to determine how
to correctly act in the world without relying on second-order knowledge. If the agent
learns a behavior that does not involve performing an internal comparison action,
then the agent would successfully perform the task by:
1. Encode and store knowledge of the symbol presented in the first location, either
A or B, using a memory that stores concrete knowledge.
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2. Move to the choice location.
3. Not modify the contents of internal working memory before the next step.
4. Select the terminal environment action that is associated with the combination
of memory contents and immediate observation, but without having explicitly
tested the equality relationship between memory contents and immediate ob-
servation with its available internal action.
10.2 Summary of Experiments
The results for agents that learned to use gated memory in TMaze tasks extended
with second-order knowledge confirm our prediction from Section 10.1, where we ob-
served that agents could learn to perform these tasks without selecting the internal
comparison actions. Indeed, agents learning to use gated memory without eligibil-
ity traces quickly converged to the optimal behavior in tasks for two to ten distinct
salient symbols and terminal actions that depended on the second-order equality rela-
tionships between the salient symbol and the symbol observed in the choice location.
We performed an individual behavior analysis on agents learning to perform in
second-order TMaze tasks with two, six, and ten distinct salient symbols, and in all
cases agents did not learn to perform the internal comparison operations but simply
learned the behavior of selecting a terminal action in the choice location depending on
the agent’s internal state without having performed the comparison operation. Agents
learned this behavior because it is more rewarding: the selection of an additional
internal comparison action results in an additional −0.1 reward being received.
In order to confirm that agents could learn to use second-order knowledge, we
modified the TMaze task and agent framework to prevent the terminal task actions
from being available until after the agent selected an internal comparison action. In
this case, agents converged to optimal behaviors and successfully learned to use the
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second-order knowledge in memory. Thus, while agents can learn to use second-order
knowledge, they will likely learn a behavior that doesn’t rely on second-order internal
actions if that behavior results in higher reward.
These results raise the issue of generalization in reinforcement learning agents.
In the reinforcement learning paradigm, an agent’s goal is to optimize its behavior
for a particular objective function. Agents are not encouraged to generalize their
knowledge representations, as learning a general representation or spending time in
the current task preparing for future tasks are orthogonal to the task at hand: bal-
ancing immediate exploration and exploitation. While agents did not learn to use
memory to support cognitive capabilities involving second-order knowledge in our
TMaze experiments, it does not imply that agents could not learn to use memory
actions relating to second-order knowledge, simply that conventional reinforcement
learning tasks combined with working memory place environmental constraints on an
agent that encourage it to not learn those immediate behaviors.
We experimented with agents learning to use gated memory exclusively because, as
we noted in Section 10.1, agents using bit memory are unable to support second-order
comparison operations between the contents of memory and the current perceptual
observation as they store abstract knowledge that is not perceptually grounded, and




In this chapter we discuss trends and conclusions from across dimensions of tasks.
After summarizing the results of our experiments and discussing classes of behavior
that were observed, we continue by contrasting the performances of agents using
gated and bit memory models. We then briefly touch on issues such as evaluating
learning performance, when eligibility traces are appropriate and when they are not,
parameter selection, and long lived agents. We conclude the chapter by reiterating
conclusions drawn in this thesis.
11.1 Discussion of Results Along Dimensions of Task
Given that we presented results for many different experiments in Chapter IV, it is
helpful to summarize the combinations of memory model, learning algorithm and task
dimension that we included in this thesis. Table 11.1 summarizes the experiments
that we presented and shows the coverage of experiments that were included in this
thesis. The left column in the table lists groups of tasks that we explored in our
experiments, while the other two columns summarize which combinations of memory
and learning algorithm we explored. Q(0) refers to Q-learning with pure temporal
difference updates, while Q(λ) refers to Q-learning with eligibility traces and the best
performing decay rate as found via parameter sweeps.
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Table 11.1: Summary of experiments presented in Chapter IV.
Gated Bit
Q(0) Q(λ) Q(0) Q(λ)






Identical X X X X
Dependent Decisions
Unique X X
Identical X X X
Distinct Symbols X X
Concurrent X X X
Although we did conduct experiments for all combinations of working memory
model, dimension of task, and learning algorithm (where learning algorithm refers
to whether or not eligibility traces were used), in many cases we omitted presenting
results for particular combinations. For example, if agents learning to use a memory
model without eligibility traces provided results from which we could draw signifi-
cant conclusions, then we omitted results for agents learning with eligibility traces.
Likewise, if results for agents learning with eligibility traces were sufficient in order
to understand how agents were able to learn to use a memory model for a certain
parameterization of task, then we omitted results for agents that learned without
eligibility traces.
We omit the results gathered in TMaze tasks with second-order knowledge because
the parameterizations in those tasks were closely related to the number of distinct
symbols and dependent decisions.
We present a summary of our empirical results in Table 11.2. This summary cat-
egorizes the trends that we observed across a parameterization of task dimension in
Chapter IV. In the table, Bit(0) and Gated(0) indicate the respective memory model
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was combined with pure temporal difference Q-learning; Bit(λ) and Gated(λ) indi-
cate that the respective memory model was combined with Q-learning and eligibility
traces; and BitC(0) and GatedC(0) that internal actions were prohibited in the choice
location and that Q-learning with pure temporal difference updates was used.
Table 11.2: Summary of empirical results and how performance scales along task










Num. Distinct Gated(0) Bit(λ)
Concurrent Gated(0) Bit(λ)
The top row of the table are categories of how learning performances relate to
task dimension. Quadratic and exponential refer to how time to convergence scales
relative to the task parameterization. When agent performances did not converge to
optimal across all task parameterizations, then they are listed in the “sub-optimal”
column; this category includes any behaviors that do not all converge to the optimal
level of performance. Having summarized trends observed across parameterized task
dimensions for combinations of memory model and learning algorithm, we can discuss
trends of interest.
In the base TMaze task, all conditions except bit memory without eligibility traces
converges to optimal. In fact, bit memory without eligibility traces does not perform
much better than a baseline comparison, which is why we used agents that learned
to use bit memory in conjunction with eligibility traces throughout our experiments.
The dimensions of task in which agent performance scales most favorably are those
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in which the time to convergence scales quadratically with the task parameterization.
This includes temporal delay with unique observations, number of distinct symbols,
and concurrent salient symbols. For agents using gated memory in these three task
dimensions, the parameterization of task was not increasing the partial observability
or the degree to which states were aliased in the task, and thus the temporal difference
algorithms could very quickly find optimal behaviors in the tasks.
After those three task dimensions, the exponential scaling of time to convergence
is the next best performing category. Agents using gated memory demonstrated
exponential time to convergence for number of dependent decisions with unique ob-
servations. As the number of dependent decisions with unique observations increases,
learning performance won’t scale well, but agents converge to optimal behaviors given
sufficient experience in the task.
When observations are aliased, though, then learning performance doesn’t con-
verge to optimal even when learning to use gated memory with eligibility traces. As
mentioned in Section 7.2.2, identical observations in the decision points prevents an
agent from appropriately assigning credit and blame to selected actions that depend
on knowledge of salient symbols. The state aliasing has the effect of removing any
history from the agent’s internal state, so it cannot update actions that lead to aliased
states appropriately. When eligibility traces aren’t used, an agent cannot learn at all;
even when they are, asymptotic performance decreases as the number of decisions
increase.
We know which task and memory combinations have solution paths that must
traverse aliased states from the results of our state diagram analysis. More broadly,
the results of our state diagram analysis can be unified with the results shown in
Table 11.2. Our state diagram analysis found that for all combinations of task with
bit memory, the optimal path in the state diagram traversed aliased states; and for
these combinations, the agents exhibited sub-optimal behaviors.
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In the case of gated memory, state diagram analysis found that the optimal be-
havior avoided traversing aliased states in four task parameterizations: TMazes with
extended temporal delay and unique observations, TMazes extended with additional
dependent decisions and unique observations, TMazes extended with additional dis-
tinct observations, and TMazes extended with concurrent knowledge. Agent behav-
iors for these conditions all converged to optimal, either in experience that scaled
quadratically or exponentially to the parameterization.
State diagram analysis similarly found that optimal behavior did traverse aliased
states in the remaining task conditions of temporal delay with identical observations
and number of dependent decisions with identical observations. Agent behaviors for
these conditions was sub-optimal.
Given these results, we conclude that if the state diagram analysis for a given
task and memory condition demonstrates that the optimal behavior avoids traversing
aliased states, then an agent will be able to learn the optimal behavior. However, our
results from the toy POMDP in Section 7.2.2.1 demonstrate that the inverse does not
always hold: if a state diagram analysis does traverse aliased states, an agent may
still consistently converge to the optimal behavior. We note that the exception was
found only in a specially constructed POMDP, and not for the state diagram that
resulted from any combination of memory model and task dimension.
Across all parameterizations that we explored, agents learning to use bit memory
with eligibility traces consistently demonstrate behaviors in which asymptotic perfor-
mances decrease as tasks increase in complexity. For tasks that have low values along
the dimensions of how using memory relates to task, bit memory used in conjunction
with eligibility traces may provide sufficient power; however, gated working memory
would converge to optimal in many of the same tasks and require either as much or
less experience to do so.
The relative performances of gated memory relate to the trends in performances
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observed in agents learning to use bit memory in the same set of tasks. Although
asymptotic performance decreases along with increasing parameterizations of task
for agents learning to use bit memory, the relative decrease in performance is less for
temporal delay with unique observations, number of distinct symbols, and concurrent
observations than it is for temporal delay with identical observations and number of
decisions with either unique or identical observations.
For both types of memory, performance is poor for additional decisions in the iden-
tical observation case. When designing environments, conditioning decision points on
salient knowledge and creating states aliased such that an agent cannot recover knowl-
edge of history from the observations made after those dependent decisions should be
avoided in the interest of agent performance.
11.2 Contrasting Gated and Bit Memory Models
While the goal of this thesis is to improve our broad understanding of how a
reinforcement learning agent can learn to use memory in a task, it is also the first
study of which we are aware that has performed an empirical comparison of the
performances that are afforded to agents learning to use gated and bit memory models.
The differences in learning performance are significant and consistent: agents using
gated memory are more capable in partially observable reinforcement learning tasks
and learn stable behaviors more quickly.
Consider the performances shown in Figure 5.1. When proposing this work, one
initial concern was that the performances of gated and bit memory would be too
similar, and that there was no reason to explore both memory models; instead we
considered exploring only a single model of working memory and extrapolating the
results to the entire class of working memory models. Thankfully we explored both,
but it serves as a useful anecdote to remind us how often our machine learning instincts
can be wrong.
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Table 11.2 also provides a useful visualization of the broad differences in perfor-
mances afforded by the two memory models. Note that for all parameterizations of
task (not including the degenerate base TMaze case), agents using bit memory are
always categorized as decreasing or baseline. Gated memory, on the other hand, is
characterized as decreasing only twice, and baseline once; in all other cases agent
performances uniformly converge to the optimal behavior.
Although the bit memory models that we explored in this thesis were sufficient to
capture all relevant features of history in order to perform the investigated tasks, gated
memory had additional architectural characteristics that helped constrain an agent’s
search through possible behaviors. These architectural constraints on the space of
behaviors improved both time to convergence and agents’ asymptotic performances.
As discussed in Section V, the architectural constraints that give rise to improved
performances are derived from the perceptually grounded knowledge that is stored in
gated memory. Storing grounded knowledge allows agents to only experience a subset
of possible internal states for a particular task and memory combination, whereas
storing abstract knowledge allows agents to experience all possible internal states.
Furthermore the subset of states that an agent can experience in an episode either
contain the salient symbol and thus are directly associated with the optimal behavior,
or contain no relevant information about the salient symbol and are irrelevant to
optimal behavior.
Storing grounded knowledge in memory, then, avoids one difficult problem that
can arise when learning to use memory: learning an association between knowledge
in memory and salient symbols observed in the environment. Gated memory has an
architectural constraint that affords an agent an a priori relationship between salient
symbols and memory contents by simply storing those symbols directly.
While gated memory avoids this particular problem that arises when learning to
use memory, agents endowed with gated memory must still overcome the aforemen-
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tioned chicken and egg problem of learning to use memory by simultaneously learning
behavior over memory and in the environment. The difficulty of this problem is less-
ened considerably when using gated memory and by storing grounded knowledge.
When the state diagrams for gated memory agents have optimal policies that tra-
verse only completely observable states, agents always converge to optimal behaviors
for all parameterizations of task that were explored. The only tasks where an agent
using gated memory does not converge to optimal were tasks with temporal delay and
identical observations, and number of dependent decisions and identical observations.
In both cases, the identical observations lead to state diagrams in which all behaviors,
including the optimal behaviors, traverse aliased states. Thus, while storing grounded
knowledge in memory can overcome certain types of partial observability, it is not a
universal solution.
Agents learning to use bit memory, on the other hand, must learn to associate
knowledge in memory with salient symbols observed in the environment, all while
simultaneously learning to perform in the task and learning to control memory. As
the state diagrams illustrated in the previous chapter make clear, learning to associate
knowledge in memory with salient symbols causes significant aliasing in the state
space for a task and memory combination. This aliasing is a result of the lack of
architectural constraints on how knowledge in memory can be stored, and the primary
effect is that it allows agents using bit memory to interfere with previously learned
behaviors.
We discussed these interference effects in Section 5.1.2. As agents learn to use bit
memory, they begin to associate one setting of memory contents with a stable behavior
in the environment: for example, when an agent observes A, setting memory contents
to 1 and then selecting the correct corresponding terminal action. The problem is that
as the state-action values for that behavior begin to back up positive reinforcement,
an agent then desires to select those state-actions in all situations, even when it has
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not observed salient symbol A but instead some other symbol. An agent sets memory
so that it may select the highly rewarding actions, but then receives negative reward,
driving down the state-action values that had previously been learned (and were an
optimal behavior for a portion of the state-action space).
We explored architectural modifications to bit memory that could help to avoid
these issues. Of those modifications, preventing the selection of internal actions after
having observed the salient symbol was the most effective. If one is implementing an
agent that learns to use abstract knowledge in memory, then learning performance
would be improved if agents were prevented from modifying memory contents after
salient symbols had been observed and before all decisions that depended on those
symbols had been made. Depending on the problem domain, this may range from
trivial to very complex.
Overall, gated memory (or other memories that store concrete, perceptually
grounded knowledge) has clear advantages to bit memory and other memories storing
abstract knowledge. The performance advantages of gated memory over bit memory
were observed in all tasks and across all experiments.
Importantly, the advantages of gated memory over bit memory are not because of
the size of the possible action space that is possible in any state diagram. Consider
the case of gated and bit memories in the base TMaze task, where gated memory af-
forded very clear benefits to a learning agent. In the state diagrams for the respective
conditions (Figures 5.2 and 5.3), it is clear that in both cases there are 24 possible
transitions (including the initial -transitions to the starting states). When not count-
ing initial -transitions, then there are fewer possible transitions for an agent learning
to use bit memory than there are for an agent learning to use gated memory. There-
fore, the differences between the two memory models cannot simply be explained by
the differences in the number of possible actions that an agent must explore and learn
values over. Rather, the differences are in how the resulting transitions of the state
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diagram are structured (whether they create loops in the state space) and whether
the transitions for the optimal policy traverse aliased states.
11.3 Evaluating Online Learning Performance
Whenever possible, we evaluated the mean learning performances of agents with
respect to optimal. If all agent conditions converged to the optimal behavior, then
we evaluated how time to convergence related to parameterized task dimensions. If
agent performances did not all converge to optimal, then either we described qual-
itatively how quickly learning performance degraded relative to optimal as the task
parameterization increased, or we conducted individual analyses to characterize how
convergent behaviors changed with task parameterization.
Using the optimal behavior as a conceptual yardstick is useful because it is an ob-
jective measure; agents cannot perform better than optimally, and any deviation from
optimal is undesirable. However, there are plenty of cases when optimal performance
is not the right evaluation criteria. If a cognitive modeler were creating reinforce-
ment learning agents that used memory, they would be concerned about whether
the artificial agents exhibited behaviors similar to human subjects. If a researcher
were developing artificial long- lived agents, they might be unconcerned with small
deviations from optimal performance so long as the agents achieved certain mile-
stone goals, such as bearing offspring, satisfying internal drives, and persisting in an
artificial environment for at least a certain period of time.
Even as we use optimal behaviors as a measuring stick for evaluating agent per-
formance, then, it is important to remember that in many cases near-optimal perfor-
mance is perfectly sufficient for an agent designer’s intended purpose.
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11.4 Generality of Results
The focus of this thesis was on how online agents learn to use memory via direct
interaction with memory and environment. This setting allows us to explore agents
that have an artificial lifetime in which they learn, without using any models to per-
form simulations of environment dynamics (as in model-based reinforcement learning
algorithms) or to sample the space of possible behaviors by making use of domain
knowledge provided to the agent outside of its direct experience (as in policy search
algorithms). This restricts our setting to the foundational online temporal difference
learning algorithms.
After finding that agents using Q-learning converged to optimal behaviors more
quickly than those using Sarsa in many combinations of parameterized TMaze task
and memory model, we selected Q-learning as the algorithm that we use throughout
the work presented in this dissertation. This affords the practical benefits of increased
granularity when collecting data points across parameterized TMaze tasks, as well as
incurring lower computational cost when running experiments.
Our results generalize across the class of online temporal difference learning al-
gorithms: Q-learning, Sarsa, and model-free actor-critic temporal difference learning
algorithms (Sutton & Barto, 1998). Common to all of these algorithms is the way that
an agent learns to interact with its environment and the absence of any offline simula-
tion of environmental dynamics. The issues that arise when learning to use memory,
such as the chicken and egg problem, arise for all online model-free algorithms.
While the underlying dynamics that exist between memory dimensions and task
characteristics when using online temporal difference algorithms also exist when in the
model-based setting, it remains to be seen whether the offline setting introduces biases
to how knowledge in memory is associated with a behavioral policy that change the
way learning performances scale. Exploring learning to use memory in model-based
approaches is one potential direction of future work.
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We make several assumptions to simplify the space of possible task dimensions
that we consider throughout this work. Our framework only supports Q-learning
agents with tabular value-function representations, and we do not explore continuous
action or continuous observation spaces, thus obviating any need for function approx-
imation. As function approximation is used to cope with the curse of dimensionality
via generalization and is not used as a panacea to the dynamics that can arise in a task
(Sutton & Barto, 1998), our findings should extend to task and memory combinations
in which function approximation is used. However, tasks with continuous action or
observation spaces lack the discrete representation of task parameterizations that we
used throughout our work. Therefore, it could be more difficult to determine the
numerical parameters along which the amount of experience required for convergence
to optimal behaviors would scale.
11.5 Eligibility Traces
Throughout our empirical work, we compared agent learning performance across
parameterized tasks with and without eligibility traces. Having presented the results
of agents learning both with and without the benefit of eligibility traces, we now
discuss why we explore pure temporal difference learning when agents using eligibility
traces uniformly perform better.
As we state in Chapter I, the goal of this work is not to find the best algorithms
for learning to use memory or create a framework that learns to use memory with
higher learning performance than any other framework. Rather, the goal of this
thesis is to improve our understanding of the relationships between memory and task
characteristic while simultaneously learning to use memory. When an experimental
condition was sufficient in order to explore the relationship between a memory model
and task dimension, then we didn’t always present results from the other condition
(although we did run all experiments for both conditions).
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In the case of bit memory, agent performance in the base TMaze case was suffi-
ciently poor (Figure 5.1) that as tasks were extended along different dimensions, the
only conditions in which agents outperformed the baseline lesion performance were
when agents also used eligibility traces. Rather than explore agents using pure tempo-
ral difference learning, we studied learning with eligibility traces. Our reasoning was
that these results are representative of how learning performance would scale without
eligibility traces, and further, that anyone using a framework in which a temporal
difference learning agent is endowed with bit memory would use eligibility traces in
order to achieve acceptable levels of performances.
While agents using eligibility traces perform better than those that don’t, eligi-
bility traces do incur additional computational overhead. While theoretically pure
implementations require additional memory storage linear with the number of state
and action combinations of a problem, practical implementations maintain only a
finite number of eligible state-action pairs and do not update state-action pairs after
their eligibility decays below a threshold. In this case the additional space complex-
ity is constant and scales only with the eligibility trace decay rate and the tasks’s
discount rate, while time complexity scales linearly beyond pure temporal difference
learning algorithms (Sutton & Barto, 1998, p. 189).
A researcher might use pure temporal difference methods instead of algorithms
with eligibility traces in order to model human and primate learning. While beyond
the general scope of the thesis, there is strong neurological evidence that primate
brains perform temporal difference updates (Niv, 2009; Schultz et al. , 1997), but the
evidence for eligibility traces in the brain is weaker (Pan et al. , 2005). In particular,
while there are widely plausible neurological mechanisms by which temporal difference
updates could be computed in the brain, eligibility traces would require that neural
circuitry be continuously or repeatedly activated on the order of seconds (Pan et al. ,
2005). Thus, while eligibility traces can significantly improve learning performance in
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artificial agents, the results for pure temporal difference learning methods may also
be relevant.
In every combination of memory and task in which agents learned to use memory
with eligibility traces, we performed a parameter sweep to determine the optimal
setting of the eligibility trace decay rate. Across all task and memory combinations
we found that the optimal setting was λ = 0.9, and that behaviors were robust within
a narrow range around that value.
11.6 On Numerical Parameters
Whether or not to use eligibility traces or not is one of many design decisions that
an agent designer must make. Once the decision to use eligibility traces has been
made, though, one must set the eligibility trace decay rate; the selection of numer-
ical parameters is different from that of architectural and learning algorithm design
decisions in that numerical parameters are typically selected in order to optimize
performance.
In an ideal world, reinforcement learning algorithms would be parameter-free and
frameworks would select and tune parameter settings online. While this is an active
research direction, state of the art online algorithms have parameters that must be
set by an agent designer.
Not shown in this thesis are the parameter sweeps that we conducted. Anecdotally
we report that in all cases we found parameters that maximized performance to be
relatively easy to find, and that the gradient of the parameter search space appeared
to indicate that the local minima we selected were also global minima, although our
discretized search space is no guarantee of that.
We also report that, although we used relatively consistent settings of most pa-
rameters across our empirical work, learning performances were robust across many
of the parameters. The parameters for which this was not true included the initial
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Q-values in agent value functions and the temperature for our softmax greedy action
selection. If Q-values were not optimistically initialized, agent performance suffered
dramatically; similarly, if the temperature for our softmax action selection procedure
encouraged too much exploration, the time to convergence was significantly longer
than in the results we presented.
Throughout all of our experiments presented in this thesis, we use a constant
learning rate. In exploratory work, we examined the effects of a decaying learning rate
in an agent learning to use bit memory in the base TMaze task, both with and without
architectural modification. As expected, once an agent had converged to a stable
behavior, decaying the learning rate had no discernible effect. Similarly, decaying
the learning rate before an agent’s behavior had converged to a stable equilibrium
also had no discernible effect. As our initial explorations with decaying learning
rates had no functional effects, we opted to explore agents using only fixed learning
rates throughout our work in order to constrain the combinatorial effects of exploring
multiple parameters simultaneously.
11.7 Implications for Cognitive Architectures
Cognitive architectures are attempts at modeling the computational bounds of
human cognition in the same way that information processing is constrained in the
human brain. Soar is a cognitive architecture that includes working memory, pro-
cedural knowledge, episodic memory, semantic memory and reinforcement learning
as architectural modules (Laird, 2008). CLARION (Sun, 2006), like Soar, includes
working memory, procedural knowledge, episodic memory, semantic memory and rein-
forcement learning modules amongst its architectural components (Sun et al. , 2011).
ACT-R, another cognitive architecture, includes procedural, declarative, imaginal and
goal modules, as well as a utility-learning mechanism that propagates reinforcement
(Anderson, 2007).
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While cognitive architectures include separate memory mechanisms as well as re-
inforcement learning functionality, the dynamics that arise when reinforcement learn-
ing is used to learn to use memory mechanisms have not been studied beyond our
investigations of agents that learned to use Soar’s episodic memory (Gorski & Laird,
2011).
The results from this work suggest that limiting the actions over a memory model
that interact with reinforcement learning can result in significant improvements to
performance, and thus the functionality of a learning agent. We demonstrated that
by prohibiting internal actions at certain times during a task an agent’s learning per-
formance could be significantly improved; specifically between when a salient symbol
was observed and when an environmental action was conditioned upon the identity
of that salient symbol. By preventing an agent from selecting internal actions and
thus interfering with any potential knowledge of that salient symbol, agents learned
significantly better in the task.
This suggests that rather than make all actions over memory interact with an
agent’s reinforcement learning mechanism, there may be functional advantages to
limiting which actions over memory can be learned. In particular, if salient symbols
are automatically stored to long-term memory then agents could learn to use delib-
erate retrieval actions that place salient knowledge in immediate working memory.
This is very similar to how Soar’s episodic memory mechanism is currently im-
plemented (Derbinsky & Laird, 2009; Nuxoll & Laird, 2007). Storage to long-term
memory is automatic and controlled by the underlying cognitive architecture, but re-
trievals are modulated by procedural knowledge that interacts with the reinforcement
learning mechanism.
In previous work, we developed agents that learned to use Soar’s episodic memory
and demonstrated that for some tasks agents could successfully learn the optimal
behavior, but for others agents learned a mix of optimal and suboptimal behaviors
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(Gorski & Laird, 2011). Although architectural storage may significantly improve
agent performance when learning to use memory, it is not be a panacea and additional
work would be necessary to identify how learning performance when using long-term
memory models scales with dimensions of task.
11.8 The Future of Learning To Use Memory
The historical origins of reinforcement learning agents endowed with bit memory
mechanisms was an attempt to create online temporal difference agents that could
learn to perform capably in partially observable domains. Initial work demonstrated
that Sarsa(λ) could perform well in POMDPs with near-optimal memoryless policies,
where a memoryless policy is a mapping of immediate observation to action (Loch &
Singh, 1998). Other early work in tackling the problem of partial observability took
the form of online temporal difference methods that learned to use bit memory, as
discussed in Chapter II.
While online methods, both with and without memory, did demonstrate success
in classes of problems, attention in the literature quickly focused on memory-based
approaches, but not memory in the sense of our memory models. Instead, offline
batch learning approaches learn a probabilistic belief state that is broadly applicable
to the entire class of POMDPs.
It has been only recently that attention has been given to using reinforcement
learning in conjunction with memory models other than bit memory. We offer three
examples of fields that have recently seen interest in using reinforcement learning
in conjunction with gated, episodic and semantic memories. First, as the computa-
tional models of memory and learning used by computational neuroscientists have
matured, there has been more attention given to learning to use memory (O’Reilly
& Frank, 2006; Todd et al. , 2008; Zilli & Hasselmo, 2008c). Second, as cognitive
architectures have been extended with reinforcement learning, increased attention
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has focused on using multiple learning mechanisms in conjunction with one another
(Laird, 2008; Gorski & Laird, 2011). Third, embodied robots have increasingly been
using frameworks that are moving closer to full-fledged cognitive architectures, and
as computational power of robots increases reinforcement learning becomes a more
attractive thing to do on robots (Dodd & Gutierrez, 2005).
The initial focus on bit memory over gated memory is understandable: reinforce-
ment learning is about abstract knowledge. Furthermore, as we observed in Gorski
& Laird (2011), many partially observable tasks require only a single bit of infor-
mation in order to completely capture all aspects of history and make the task fully
observable to a reinforcement learning agent; this holds true for tasks used through-
out the literature that explored learning to use memory. Given that bit memory was
sufficient to represent an optimal policy, exploring alternative memory mechanisms
with architectural constraints on behavior and additional representation capacity is
an unintuitive direction. Thus only as statistical reinforcement learning, cognitive
science and computational neuroscience communities have begun to mix has atten-
tion shifted to the capabilities that a perceptually grounded memory (such as gated
memory) can afford an agent.
Given this recent attention to reinforcement learning with models other than
bit memory, demonstrating that learning to use gated memory is significantly more
tractable than bit memory, and the understanding of how performance scales, may
encourage more attention to be given to the online partially observable tasks, with
agents that use cognitively inspired memory models in order to achieve levels of per-
formance that were previously unobtainable.
11.9 Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first comprehensive study of how
the online performance of learning to use working memory models is impacted as
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tasks become more complex along specific dimensions. We identify dimensions of
task in which learning to use working memory scales favorably and unfavorably.
We also believe this to be the first study that has demonstrated that storing and
encoding perceptually grounded symbols (as in gated memory) affords significantly
better task performance than does storing abstract knowledge (as in bit memory)
across a wide range of relevant dimensions of task. In this thesis we demonstrated
that: agents learning to use gated memory converge to optimal behaviors significantly
more quickly than agents learning to use bit memory; agents learning to use gated
memory converge to optimal behaviors in many situations when agents learning to use
bit memory do not; and agents storing perceptually grounded knowledge to memory
simplifies the agent’s search through the space of possible behaviors.
This thesis demonstrates that limiting the availability of certain internal actions
can result in learning task performance. While agents can effectively learn optimal
behaviors to control their memory and task actions, for certain memory and task
combinations agents can not learn optimal behaviors unless certain actions that con-
trol memory are fixed in the agent’s architecture. When learning to use both gated
and bit memory, agent performance was improved in two tasks when agents were pro-
hibited from selecting internal actions in states that would interfere with potential
knowledge of salient symbols. When these potentially interfering actions were inhib-
ited, agents demonstrated learning optimal behaviors when they otherwise learned
only sub-optimal behaviors. This suggests that not all control over the storage and
retrieval of information to and from memory should be in the form of internal actions
that can be modulated by reinforcement learning, but rather that certain internal
actions can be learned more efficiently if the agent’s underlying architecture is re-
sponsible for certain aspects of memory control. In this work we demonstrated that
architectural maintenance of knowledge can be beneficial, which is most similar to
architectural storage actions, suggesting that retrieval actions could still interact with
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reinforcement learning mechanisms and result in desirable task performance.
We developed a methodology to analyze the online behavior that reinforcement
learning agents exhibit that involves three steps: first, comparing optimal-normalized
mean learning curves; second, describing the multi-modal aggregate behaviors of
agents in each condition by categorizing behaviors that individual agents exhibit;
third, analyzing state diagrams of the combined memory and task state space to
characterize problems that prevent agents from learning optimal task behaviors.
In the case of our state diagram analysis specifically, we demonstrated that the
entire state diagram must be analyzed and not just the sequence of states that the
optimal behavior traces. In section 10.2, we created artificial POMDPs and demon-
strated that modifying tasks by adding a terminal action that results sub-optimal
reward would prevent agents from learning optimal behaviors. Analyzing the se-
quence of states along the path of optimal behavior is insufficient when those states
are not perceptually unambiguous.
11.10 Future Work
Additional work would broaden the focus of learning to use memory to general
memory models and tasks, and could extend our investigation to theoretical results.
This thesis examined two short-term working memory models: gated and bit
memory. While prior work investigated learning to use a long-term episodic memory
mechanism (Gorski & Laird, 2011), it did so for only a handful of tasks and in tasks
that were not parameterized along specific dimensions. A principled empirical study
of learning to use long-term memories would identify which memory actions could be
learned online through direct experience, as well as those in which online learning is
insufficient to converge to optimal behaviors.
Our investigation explored tasks parameterized across dimensions that relate specif-
ically to how knowledge must be maintained in memory in order to perform the task.
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In order to attempt to control for dependent variables, we considered tasks with spe-
cific reward functions and task dynamics (such as actions with deterministic effects).
An exploration of learning to use memory across general POMDPs and the effects of
modifying dimensions of task that do not relate specifically to learning to use memory
would broaden our practical understanding of learning to use memory.
This work was an empirical investigation, and could be extended with additional
theoretical results. Throughout our experimental results we identified relationships
between episodes until convergence to optimal behavior and task parameters. While
we identified closed form equations, we did not offer theoretical proofs of these rela-
tionships which is a direction for future work.
More generally, formally characterizing the space of POMDP tasks that can be
solved by agents that learn to use memory is a natural goal for research investigating
learning to use memory. Zilli & Hasselmo (2008b) demonstrated that a given POMDP
and memory model (either gated memory or abstract episodic memory) it could be
determined whether the memory mechanism was sufficient to support the optimal task
behavior. However, we have demonstrated throughout this work and in related work
(Gorski & Laird, 2011) that having sufficient representational capacity in memory is
no guarantee that an agent can learn to use it optimally, or learn to perform in the
task optimally.
One final question is whether learning to use memory scales beyond the scope
of simple, extended TMaze tasks. When using gated memory, the time to learn
optimal policies scaled either quadratically, exponentially, or did not always converge
to optimal; clearly, if we were to use the same agent framework to tackle the every
day domains of humans, agents would be unable to learn to use memory.
One potential answer would be generalization. If agents were capable of realizing
an effective functional generalization over their Q-value representations, then learning
performance might scale. We say a functional generalization because the specifics of
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how this generalization would be realized are inconsequential to the effects that it
would have: whether the generalization is over hierarchical action representations,
abstractions of objects in the task, generalizing over value functions, or any potential
generalization. All of these potential generalization strategies (and many more) have
been investigated in the context of reinforcement learning, and yet partial observ-
ability remains, in many ways, as a block towards tractably extending reinforcement
learning to problems on the scale of those that humans face. In this work we explore
the dynamics that arise when learning to use memory, but learning to use memory is
no panacea to the overarching problem of partial observability.
More broadly, these results demonstrate that agents may learn to use working
memory along certain dimensions, but as tasks scale in complexity along others agents
are unable to effectively learn to use memory, suggesting that knowledge about when
to select memory actions might be required from sources other than learning via direct
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